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Abstract

The properties of tropical cyclones in three atmospheric general circulation models (AGCMs) with low-resolution are
discussed. The models are analysed for a period of 40 years. Characteristics of the tropical cyclones in the models are
analysed and compared with those of observations, such as genesis position, number of cyclones, accumulated cyclone
activity, number of storm days, tracks, and others. The three AGCMs have different levels of skill in simulating the
different aspects of tropical cyclone activity in different regions. Some of the weak and strong features in simulating
tropical cyclone activity variables are common for the three models, others are unique for each model and basin. The
relation between model tropical cyclones and ENSO is analyzed in a paper currently in preparation.
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1. Introduction

The possibility of using dynamical climate models to forecast seasonal tropical cyclone activity has been explored
by various authors (e.g. Bengtsson et al. (1982); Vitart et al. (1997)). Though it is well known that low-resolution
(2o − 3o) climate models are not adequate for forecasts of individual cyclones, they can have skill in forecasting
seasonal tropical cyclone activity (Bengtsson 2001). Presently, experimental operational dynamical forecasts are pro-
duced by the International Research Institute for Climate Prediction (IRI) (IRI 2004) and the European Centre for
Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) (Vitart and Stockdale 2001). The effectiveness of climate dynamical
models for forecasting tropical cyclone landfall over Mozambique has also been analysed (Vitart et al. 2003). Routine
seasonal forecasts of tropical storm frequency in the Atlantic sector are produced using statistical methods by differ-
ent institutions (Gray et al. 1993, 1994; CPC 2004; TSR 2004). Statistical seasonal forecasts are also issued for the
Western North Pacific, Eastern North Pacific and Australian sectors (Chan et al. 1998; Liu and Chan 2003; CPC 2004;
TSR 2004).

A better understanding of the performance of different low-resolution atmospheric general circulation models
(AGCMs) under ideal circumstances (observed sea surface temperatures (SSTs)) is essential for these dynamical fore-
casts skill analysis. In this report, the main characteristics of model tropical cyclones are studied in 40 year sim-
ulations from three low-resolution atmospheric global circulation models. Previous studies of tropical cyclones in
low-resolution AGCMs focused on single integrations (Bengtsson et al. 1995) or ensembles of a single model (e.g.
Vitart et al. (1997)) in a restricted time period (9 years in Vitart et al. (1997) and Vitart and Stockdale (2001)). The
main focus of this study is a comparison of the performance of these three models forced by observed SSTs during a
larger period (40 years) in relation to tropical cyclone activity. For one of the models (Echam4), we also have a larger
number of ensemble members (24 as opposed to the common use of about 10).

For many years, tropical cyclones in low-resolution AGCMs have been studied and have been found to have similar
characteristics to observed tropical cyclones (e.g. Manabe et al. (1970)). Due to the low-resolution, the intensity of
these model cyclones is much lower, and their spatial scale much larger, than observed tropical cyclones (Bengtsson
et al. 1995; Vitart et al. 1997). In different studies, the climatology, structure and interannual variability of model
tropical cyclones have been analyzed (Bengtsson et al. 1982, 1995; Vitart et al. 1997), as well as their relation to large
scale circulation (Vitart et al. 1999) and SST variability (Vitart and Stockdale 2001). The general characteristics of
the formation of model tropical cyclones over the western North Pacific have also been studied (Camargo and Sobel
2004). It is important to note that the spatial and temporal distributions of model tropical cyclones are often similar
to those of observed tropical cyclones (Bengtsson et al. 1995; Vitart et al. 1997; Camargo and Zebiak 2002; Camargo
and Sobel 2004).

There are mainly two ways of using AGCMs to forecast tropical cyclone activity. One approach is to analyse the
large-scale variables known to affect tropical cyclone activity (Ryan et al. 1992; Watterson et al. 1995; Thorncroft and
Pytharoulis 2001). Another approach, and the one used here, is to detect and track cyclone-like structures in AGCMs
and coupled atmospheric-ocean models (Manabe et al. 1970; Bengtsson et al. 1982; Krishnamurti 1988; Krishnamurti
et al. 1989; Broccoli and Manabe 1990; Wu and Lau 1992; Haarsma et al. 1993; Bengtsson et al. 1995; Tsutsui and
Kasahara 1996; Vitart et al. 1997; Vitart and Stockdale 2001; Camargo and Zebiak 2002). The last approach has also
been used in many studies of possible changes in tropical cyclone intensity due to global warming both using AGCMs
(e.g Bengtsson et al. (1996); Sugi et al. (2002)) and regional climate models (e.g. Walsh and Ryan (2000)).

To obtain accurate frequency values in these models, objective algorithms for detection and tracking of individual
model tropical cyclones were developed (Camargo and Zebiak 2002), based substantially on prior studies (Vitart et al.
1997; Bengtsson et al. 1995). Making the tropical cyclone detection algorithm basin and model dependent leads to
better simulation of the seasonal cycle and interannual variability (Camargo and Zebiak 2002). The detection and
tracking algorithms detailed in that study have been applied to the AGCMs described in this report, as well as to
regional climate models and to reanalysis data (Landman et al. 2002; Camargo et al. 2002).

The relation between the different model tropical cyclone activity variables and El Niño-Southern Oscillation
(ENSO) is analyzed in a paper currently in preparation (Camargo et al. 2004). In this report, we focus on the clima-
tology and the seasonal skill of the model tropical cyclone activity in comparison with observations.

2. Methodology

The AGCMs used in this study are Echam3, Echam4.5 (here called Echam4), and NSIPP-1 (here called NSIPP).
The first two models were developed at the Max-Planck Institute for Meteorology, Hamburg, Germany (Model User
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Model Echam4 Echam3 NSIPP
Period 1961-2000 1961-2000 1961-2000

Ensemble Size 24 10 09
Output Type 6H 6H D
Resolution T42 T42 2.5o × 2o

Table 1: Notation: daily snaphots (D), six-hourly snapshots (6H).
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Figure 1: Definition of the ocean basins domains used in this study.

Support Group 1992; Roeckner et al. 1996) and the third one was developed at NASA Goddard at Maryland (NASA
Seasonal to Interannual Prediction Project); (Suarez and Takacs 1995). The model integrations used in this study
were performed using observed sea surface temperature with the number of ensemble members, period and output
frequency as given in Table 1. The resolution of both Echam models is T42 (2.8125o), while the NSIPP model has
resolution of2.5o× 2o. These resolutions are used in IRI operational seasonal forecasts Mason et al. (1999); Goddard
et al. (2001, 2003); Barnston et al. (2003). The model integrations of both Echam models were performed at IRI, while
the NSIPP integrations were performed at NASA Goddard and kindly made accessible to us.

Although a longer period of integrations for the Echam models was available, here we restrict the analysis to the
common period of 1961-2000. The observational data used are from the best track datasets for the different basins.
The Southern Hemisphere, Indian Ocean and western North Pacific data are from the Joint Typhoon Warning Center
(JTWC 2004), while the eastern North Pacific and Atlantic data are from the National Hurricane Center (NHC 2004).
From the observed dataset, only tropical cyclones with tropical storm intensity or higher were considered for the model
comparison, i.e. tropical depressions (not named) are not included.

The output of the three models was analysed for detection and tracking of tropical cyclone-like structures in the
models. The basin and model dependent thresholds used in these algorithms, and additional details, are given in
Camargo and Zebiak (2002) and are based on the model and basin statistics.

The definitions of the basins used in this study for the formation regions of the tropical cyclones are given in Fig. 1,
where the following abreviations are used: SI (South Indian), AUS (Australian), SP (South Pacific), NI (North Indian),
WNP (western North Pacific), ENP (eastern North Pacific), and ATL (Atlantic). In variables in which the whole life
cycle of the cyclones is considered, the latitude boundaries are not restricted as shown in Fig. 1; rather, all latitudes
within the given longitudinal limits of the given hemisphere are included.

In the following sections (3. - 11.), the analyses of different aspects of tropical cyclone activity are presented. In
Section 12., the conclusions are given.

3. Geographical distribution of model tropical cyclones genesis

In this section, the distribution of the model tropical cyclones formation positions is shown and compared with that of
observations. It is fundamental to know if the models are generating tropical cyclones in the regions where they occur
in the observations.
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Echam3 Echam4 NSIPP
GL 0.32 0.47 0.53
NH 0.27 0.43 0.48
SH 0.48 0.63 0.70

Table 2: Correlations between tropical cyclones first position density of models and observations: globe (GL), North-
ern Hemisphere (NH) and Southern Hemisphere (SH). All correlation values have significance at the95% confidence
level.

In Fig. 2 the locations of the tropical cyclone formation in one of the ensemble members of each model in the
period 1961-2000 are shown, as well as the observed first positions in the same period. Though only one of the
ensemble members is shown, many characteristics of each of the models can already be noted. All models clearly
have fewer tropical cyclones globally than observed; this will be further discussed later. All models, especially the
two versions of the Echam (Fig. 2(a) and (b)), form model tropical cyclones nearer the equator than in observations;
this may be a result of the low-resolution of the models. Another feature is that the models form tropical cyclones
over land, as for example Echam3 over western Africa. Our interpretation is that these land formations are Echam3
easterly waves, which are mixed with (and indistinguishable from) the model’s low intensity tropical cyclones.

The three models have differing biases in the locations and/or amounts of formation of tropical cyclones. All
models are deficient in creating tropical cyclones in the Atlantic basin and perform a better job in the Southern than
the Northern Hemisphere.

In order to use the ensemble of realizations of the models, instead of a single ensemble member, the distribution
of tropical cyclone first position was calculated. The number of tropical cyclones (NTC) first position in each4o × 4o

latitude and longitude box is calculated and then normalized by the number of years (40 years) and the number of
ensemble members for each model. Some aspects that could be seen in the single ensemble first positions are more
clearly seen in Fig. 3.

Both Echam3 and Echam4 have an eastward bias in the North Pacific, with the tropical cyclone formation occurring
closer to the center of the basin (nearer the date line) than in observations. This is not the case in the NSIPP model,
whose maximum is correctly located near the Phillipines. Echam4 is the model having the highest, and most nearly
realistic, number of tropical cyclones in the western North Pacific. The formation of tropical cyclones in both Echam4
and Echam3 models is largely continuous from the western to the eastern North Pacific, with only a hint of a minimum
near the central North Pacific as occurs in observations. In the NSIPP model, on the other hand, tropical cyclone
formation occurs separately in the eastern and western North Pacific, with no tropical cyclone formation near the date
line. While Echam3 has a realistically high density of tropical cyclone formation in the North Indian Ocean, this
occurs near the equator rather than in two separate latitude bands straddling the equator. The NSIPP model has an
appropriately high concentration of tropical cyclone formation near the Maritime continent and Australia, and also a
realistic formation between Madagascar and Africa, which is relatively lacking in the Echam4 and Echam3 models. It
is interesting to note that none of the three models has tropical cyclone formation over the South Atlantic, which did
occur in numerous previous studies (Broccoli and Manabe 1990; Wu and Lau 1992; Haarsma et al. 1993; Tsutsui and
Kasahara 1996; Vitart et al. 1997).

The spatial correlations between the formation density of the models and observations are given in Table 2. The
model having the highest global correlation is the NSIPP model. All three models have a higher correlation in the
Southern Hemisphere than in the Northern Hemisphere, due to their ability to roughly reproduce the activity in the
Southern Indian and western Pacific oceans. Table 3 shows the mean square error between the density of first position
in the models and the observations. The model with the lowest mean square error is the Echam4 model, with all
models having lower mean square error in the Southern Hemisphere than the Northern Hemisphere. A similar result
is observed using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test comparing two distributions (not shown).

Figs. 4 and 5 show the average number of tropical cyclones per4o latitude band and longitude band, respectively.
The deficit in the mean number of formed tropical cyclones in all the models is clear in both figures. In Fig. 4, all
models form tropical cyclones too near the equator, with a maximum between8o and12o from the equator and then a
rapid fall at higher latitudes. In the observations, the maximum also occurs at12o, but there is more tropical cyclone
formation in higher latitudes than in the models. The formation of tropical cyclones in higher latitudes, which is not
reproduced in the models, occurs in the Northern Hemisphere, in particular in the Atlantic, as seen in Fig. 3. The
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Figure 2: Location of model tropical cyclone formation in one of the ensemble members of the (a) Echam3, (b)
Echam4 and (c) NSIPP models. In (d) the location of observed named tropical cyclone formation is shown. Model
and observational data cover the period 1961-2000.

×10−3 Echam3 Echam4 NSIPP
GL 1.4 1.3 1.4
NH 2.6 2.4 2.5
SH 1.2 1.1 1.2

Table 3: Mean square error of tropical cyclones first position density of models versus observations: globe (GL),
Northern Hemisphere (NH) and Southern Hemisphere (SH).
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Figure 3: Formation distribution of tropical cyclones in (a) Echam3, (b) Echam4 and (c) NSIPP models, and (d)
observations in the period 1961-2000. The distribution unit is in number of tropical cyclones per year and per ensemble
member (in the case of models).
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Globe Northern Hemisphere Southern Hemisphere
Model Mean SD Mean SD Perc. Mean SD Perc.

Echam3 48.6 8.2 29.6 5.9 60.9% 19.0 4.4 39.1%
Echam4 48.3 3.3 32.6 3.6 67.5% 15.7 1.8 32.5%
NSIPP 15.7 2.6 8.6 2.1 54.8% 7.1 2.0 45.2%
OBS. 91.0 10.3 61.8 8.4 67.9% 29.2 5.8 32.1%

Table 4: Number of tropical cyclones (NTC) mean and standard deviation (SD) in the globe, Northern Hemisphere and
Southern Hemisphere, with their respective percentage (Perc.) contribution to the global in models and observations
in the period 1961-2000

excess of tropical cyclones near the equator in the models occurs mainly in the Indian Ocean and Central Pacific for
the Echam3 and Echam4 models, and in the Maritime Continent for the NSIPP model. In Fig. 5, the eastward bias
of both Echam3 and Echam4 in the Western Pacific is very clear, in contrast with the NSIPP model which does not
have this bias. Other aspects that are shown in Fig. 5 are the formation of tropical cyclones over western Africa in the
Echam3 model and the extremely low number of tropical cyclones formed over the Eastern Pacific and Atlantic in all
three models.

4. Tropical cyclone frequency

a. Spatial and temporal distribution of tropical cyclone frequency

In this section we analyze the number of tropical cyclones in the models and compare with the observed numbers.
From the previous section, it was clear that the three models produce fewer tropical cyclones than observed. We
now examine the realism of the distribution among the Hemispheres and basins, the annual cycle and the interannual
variability in the number of tropical cylones.

The mean and standard deviation of the number of tropical cyclones per year are shown in table 4 for the globe
and both hemispheres in the models and observations. The mean number of observed named tropical cyclones per
year in the period 1961-2000 was91.0. The Echam3 and Echam4 models ensemble mean is approximately half of
this value, while the NSIPP model percentage is only about17%. The standard deviation of the observed number of
tropical cyclones (NTC) for the globe is11% of the mean observed NTC. The variability of the models globally is
such that the standard deviations of the Echam3 and NSIPP models are around17% of their respective means, while
for Echam4 it is7%.

In observations, there are on average68% of the total NTC in the Northern Hemisphere and32% in the Southern
Hemishpere. All models produce more tropical cyclones in the Northern than Southern Hemisphere, with ratios in
the Echam4 very close to the observed ones, but in the Echam3 and NSIPP models a larger percentage of NTC in the
Southern Hemisphere than in the observations (39% and45%).

Tables 5 and 6 show the mean and standard deviation NTC per basin, and the percentage of the global total in
the Northern and Southern Hemispheres, respectively. In observations, the basin with the highest percentage of the
global number of tropical cyclones is the western North Pacific, with an average of27.4 tropical cyclones per year
corresponding to30% of the globe. All models produce most of the tropical cyclones in the western North Pacific,
but the contribution to the global total is higher, varying from36.6% (Echam3) to49.5% (Echam4). In observations,
the basin having the second highest number of tropical cyclone per year is the eastern North Pacific with16.8%; all
three models produce very few tropical cyclones in that basin, with their percentages varying from1.9% (NSIPP) to
9.3% (Echam4). We believe that one of the reasons for the poor model performance in this basin is the low resolution,
as the eastern Pacific tropical cyclone formation is near the Central America mountainous region, which is poorly
represented in the low-resolution AGCMs, as already noted by Vitart et al. (1997) in the GFDL AGCM. Consequently,
easterly waves coming from the Atlantic will not be appropriately described while crossing Central America in the
models, and a large percentage of the eastern Pacific tropical cyclones are formed in this way (see e.g. Avila et al.
(2003); Franklin et al. (2003)).

The Atlantic is another basin with very few tropical cyclones in the Echam4 and NSIPP models. The Echam3
model is reasonably active in the Atlantic with13% of the global NTC, compared with11% in the observations.
However, as noted in the previous section, some of Atlantic tropical cyclones are formed over land in western Africa
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Figure 4: Average number of named tropical cyclones per4o latitude per year and per ensemble member: (a) Echam3,
(b) Echam4 and (c) NSIPP models, and (d) observations, in the period 1961-2000.
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Figure 5: Average number of named tropical cyclones per4o longitude per year and per ensemble member: (a)
Echam3, (b) Echam4 and (c) NSIPP models, and (d) observations, in the period 1961-2000.
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North Indian Western North Pacific Eastern North Pacific North Atlantic
Model Mean SD Perc. Mean SD Perc. Mean SD Perc. Mean SD Perc.

Echam3 1.3 0.5 2.7% 17.8 5.1 36.6% 4.2 2.1 8.6% 6.3 1.6 13.0%
Echam4 2.0 0.6 4.1% 23.9 3.1 49.5% 4.5 1.7 9.3% 2.2 0.6 4.6%
NSIPP 0.3 0.2 1.9% 7.4 2.1 47.2% 0.3 0.2 1.9% 0.6 0.4 3.8%
OBS. 9.1 5.7 10.0% 27.4 4.9 30.1% 15.3 5.0 16.8% 10.0 3.4 11.0%

Table 5: NTC mean and standard deviation (SD) in the Northern Hemisphere basins, with their respective percentage
(Perc.) contribution to the global in models and observations in the period 1961-2000

South Indian Australian South Pacific
Model Mean SD Perc. Mean SD Perc. Mean SD Perc.

Echam3 11.1 2.6 22.8% 2.8 1.1 5.8% 5.1 3.3 10.5%
Echam4 6.7 1.4 13.9% 3.1 0.7 6.4% 5.9 1.6 12.2%
NSIPP 3.8 1.6 24.2% 2.2 0.9 14.0% 1.1 0.8 7.0%
OBS. 12.9 3.9 14.2% 10.5 4.0 11.5% 5.8 3.2 6.3%

Table 6: NTC mean and standard deviation (SD) in the Southern Hemisphere basins, with their respective percentage
(Perc.) contribution to the global in models and observations in the period 1961-2000

(see Fig.3). In contrast, in Echam4 and NSIPP, most Atlantic tropical cyclones are formed in the Caribbean region.
In the Southern Hemisphere (Table 6) the region with most observed tropical cyclones is the South Indian Ocean,

followed by the Australian region and then the South Pacific. The only model that produces NTC in the Southern
Hemisphere in this order is the NSIPP model; in Echam3 and Echam4 the contribution of NTC in the South Pacific is
higher than that of the Australian region. This is similar to the noted bias of these models in forming tropical cyclones
too far east in the western North Pacific. In the Southern Hemisphere this bias is somewhat less severe. The Echam3
also has a bias in the South Indian Ocean with a disproportionate fraction of tropical cyclones forming between 70E
and 100E. The three models do not produce enough tropical cyclones around Australia, with a marked minimum in
NTC formation in the Southern Hemisphere from 100E to 150E, in comparison with the observations.

Figs. 6 and 7 show the average number of tropical cyclones per month in each basin of the Northern Hemisphere
and Southern Hemisphere, respectively, in the three models and observations.

The observed annual cycle in North Indian basin (Fig. 6(a)) has two peaks, one in May-June and a larger one in
September to December. The minimum in July and August occurs due to the Indian summer monsoon. The Echam3
model reproduces such a bimodal distribution with a secondary peak in September. In contrast, the peak number of
tropical cyclones in the Echam4 model occurs during the months of August - October (maximum in September), failing
to recognize the decline due to the Indian monsoon. The NSIPP model produces extremely few tropical cyclones in
the North Indian ocean, with a single peak occuring the months of May - July (maximum in June).

The Indian monsoon climatology and its interannual variability is reasonably well simulated by both Echam3 (Lal
et al. 1997; Arpe et al. 1998) and Echam4 (May 2003; Cherchi and Navarra 2003), though some of these studies
show sensitivity to different factors, such as horizontal resolution, soil moisture and SST. The relation of model North
Indian Ocean tropical cyclones to the Indian monsoon was not explored in any of these studies. The reason why two
of the three models fail to reproduce the basic annual characteristics in the North Indian Ocean, and one reproduced it
somewhat poorly, should be further explored.

The western North Pacific (WNP) mean NTC per month is shown in Fig.6(b). The observed annual cycle shows
a maximum in the months of July to October, with tropical cyclones possible in all twelve months. The Echam4 and
Echam3 average NTC is too small during the peak season (JASO) and too large in the early (MAMJ) and late seasons
(NDJF). Echam3 NTC peak occurs slightly later (September) than in observations (August). The NSIPP model does
not produce enough TCs in the western North Pacific year round and has a late peak in NTC (October).

In the eastern North Pacific (ENP), the peak of the tropical cyclone activity occurs in the months of July to Septem-
ber (JAS) (Fig. 6(c)), with very few TC occurring before June and after October. The three models have problems in
producing enough TCs in the estern North Pacific, the most active models being Echam4 and Echam3 . The peak of
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Figure 6: Average number of tropical cyclones per month in the models and observations in the period 1961-2000
in the Northern Hemisphere: (a) North Indian, (b) western North Pacific, (c) eastern North Pacific, and (d) North
Atlantic.
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NTC in the Echam4 model occurs slightly late, and Echam3 and NSIPP have even later peaks with the NSIPP model
having extremely few TCs.

The Atlantic TC peak season is August to October, with a maximum in September (Fig. 6(d)). The model having
the highest mean NTC in the Atlantic is the Echam3, with a peak in July to September (maximum in August). The
Echam4 has a peak number of TCs in the months of August to October, with a maximum in September, as in obser-
vations. One of the possible reasons for the Echam4 to have fewer TCs than in Echam3 is the fact that the vertical
wind shear in the tropical Atlantic in the ASO season is much greater in the Echam4 than in Echam3. We are currently
investigating further this difference between the two Echam versions and considering possible correction schemes.

Most of the TCs in the South Indian Ocean (SI) occur in the months of December to March (see Fig.7(a)). The
Echam3 model has a poorly defined annual cycle, with TCs present throughout the year, with a maximum in July to
September, the season with least TCs in the observations. The Echam4 and NSIPP models have a more reasonable
annual cycle in the South Indian Ocean, but as in other basins, too few TCs in the peak season.

The Australian (AUS) basin tropical cyclone peak season is during the austral summer (January to March) with a
maximum in the month of February (see Fig.7(b)). All models have very low numbers of TCs in the Australian region.
Both Echam3 and Echam4 reproduce the peak in the correct season, with the Echam3 again having more TCs in the
off season than in observations. The NSIPP Australian TCs are very few.

Both Echam3 and Echam4 have mean numbers of TCs in the South Pacific (SP) Ocean very similar to that ob-
served. The peak of the observed TCs season happens in the months of December to March and both models have a
peak in the same months, but phased slightly later. The NSIPP model has very few TCs in the South Pacific, although
they occur realistically in the months of January and February.

b. Interannual variability of tropical cyclone frequency

The interannual variability of the number of TCs in a few basins in models and observations is shown in Fig. 8. For
the models, the ensemble means are shown. In Fig. 8(a) the South Pacific basin is shown, with the number of TCs
in the Southern Hemisphere season from July to June of the next calendar year. The peaks in the South Pacific basin
are well reproduced in the models and are strongly related to ENSO, as discussed in Camargo et al. (2004). The
number of tropical cyclones per year in the western North Pacific, eastern North Pacific and Atlantic basins are given
in Fig. 8(b),(c) and (d). In comparing the different basins and models, one notices that in some basins the interannual
variability is better reproduced in the models, as is the case for the South Pacific and the Atlantic, while in others
the models simulate the interannual variability less effectively. The correlations between the models and observations
NTC, shown in Fig. 8 are given in Tables 8 and 9, in association with a discussion of the models’ NTC skills.

The inter-ensemble spread in the number of tropical cyclones in the different models, compared with the single re-
alization of the observations in the western North Pacific is shown in Fig. 9. The only model in which the observations
are almost every year within the interensemble distribution is the Echam4 model Fig. 9(b). The inter-ensemble spread
in Echam3 and NSIPP is smaller than in the Echam4 model, partially because these two models have fewer ensemble
members. However, even if the same plot is done with all models having the same number of ensemble members (not
shown), the spread in the Echam4 is larger than in the other two models.

To correct the models biases, first the observed number of tropical cyclones per year distribution in each basin in
the 40 years period was obtained. Then, the model distributions, using all ensemble members were calculated. The
next step was to match values corresponding to each 10th percentile of both distributions. Finally, the values that were
in between these percentiles in the models were linearly interpolated between the percentiles and extrapolated in the
extremes. The resulting corrected model distributions, shown in Fig. 10, have not only means and standard deviations
very similar to those of the observed distribution, but their higher moments are also very similar. The interannual
variability of the model is not appreciably affected by this bias correction, as can be seen in Fig. 10.

Another point of interest is the relative contributions of the internal, or inter-ensemble member variability, and
the external, SST-related interannual variability, to the total number of tropical cyclone variability. This is exam-
ined by calculating the standard deviation of each of these contributions, following standard definitions, as given in
Appendix 13., following Li (1999). These are given in Table 7 and Fig. 11.

The observed interannual standard deviation is larger than the total model standard deviation of the three models
in the Australian, North Indian, eastern North Pacific and Atlantic basins. In the South Indian, South Pacific and and
western North Pacific the total standard deviation of Echam3 is larger than the observed standard deviation in those
basins. The Echam4 model has a total standard deviation very similar to the observed one in the South Pacific and
western North Pacific basins. The NSIPP model total standard deviation is smaller than that observed in all basins.
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Figure 7: Average number of tropical cyclones per month in the models and observations in the Southern Hemisphere
in the period July 1961 - June 2000: (a) South Indian, (b) Australian region, (c) South Pacific.
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Figure 8: Interannual variability of the number of tropical cyclones in the models and observations for (a) South
Pacific, (b) western North Pacific, (c) eastern North Pacific (d) North Atlantic. In Southern Hemisphere the season is
defined as July-June and the base period is 1960/1961 - 1999/2000; in Northern Hemisphere the season is defined as
January-December and the base period is 1960 - 2000.
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Figure 9: Interannual variability of the number of tropical cyclones in the western North Pacific in observations and
models: (a) Echam3, (b) Echam4, and (c) NSIPP. The models are shown in the boxplots and crosses (×, +), while
the observations are shown in asterisks (∗). The boxplots span the 25th to 75th percentiles, and the crosses+ are the
ensemble members outside that range. The curve connecting the crosses (×) shows the ensemble mean in each year.
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Figure 10: Interannual variability of the bias corrected number of tropical cyclones in the western North Pacific in
observations and models: (a) Echam3, (b) Echam4, and (c) NSIPP. The models are shown in the boxplots and crosses
(×, +), while the observations are shown in asterisks (∗). The boxplots span the 25th to 75th percentiles, and the
crosses+ are the ensemble members outside that range. The curve connecting the crosses (×) shows the ensemble
mean in each year.
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Echam3 Echam4 NSIPP OBS.

Basin σe σi σtot σe σi σtot σe σi σtot σtot

SI 2.4 2.9 3.8 1.3 2.4 2.7 1.5 1.8 2.3 3.3
AUS 1.2 1.7 2.1 0.6 1.6 1.7 0.9 1.4 1.7 4.4
SP 4.7 2.2 5.2 2.1 2.2 3.0 1.0 1.1 1.5 3.3
NI 0.5 1.2 1.3 0.6 1.4 1.5 0.2 0.5 0.5 5.7

WNP 5.0 3.6 6.2 3.1 4.0 5.1 2.1 2.5 3.3 4.9
ENP 2.1 2.3 3.1 1.7 2.4 2.9 0.3 0.8 0.9 5.0
ATL 1.5 1.9 2.4 0.4 1.0 1.2 0.3 0.6 0.7 3.4

Table 7: Internal (inter-ensemble), external (interannual), and total standard deviation of the models and observations
(total only) in each basin: South Indian (SI), Australian (AUS), South Pacific (SP), North Indian (NI), western North
Pacific (WNP), eastern North Pacific (ENP), and Atlantic (ATL).

Basin Model MJJ JJA JAS ASO SON OND JJASON Jan-Dec

NI Echam3 -0.28 -0.25 -0.32 -0.12 -0.33 0.1 -0.34 -0.28
NI Echam4 0.03 0.20 0.27 0.27 -0.02 -0.14 0.19 0.12
NI NSIPP -0.06 -0.14 -0.19 -0.10 0.11 0.15 -0.05 0.07

WNP Echam3 0.37 0.29 0.24 0.33 0.20 0.10 0.36 0.40
WNP Echam4 0.31 0.25 0.27 0.46 0.30 0.13 0.26 0.50
WNP NSIPP 0.24 0.15 0.09 0.08 -0.04 -0.23 0.18 0.19
ENP Echam3 0.09 0.16 0.26 0.24 0.32 0.29 0.27 0.30
ENP Echam4 0.47 0.42 0.33 0.39 0.29 0.10 0.42 0.40
ENP NSIPP 0.03 -0.12 -0.31 -0.25 -0.22 0.15 -0.32 -0.19
ATL Echam3 -0.04 0.39 0.56 0.33 0.12 0.02 0.53 0.55
ATL Echam4 -0.10 0.28 0.43 0.42 0.29 0.20 0.52 0.52
ATL NSIPP 0.22 0.52 0.38 0.31 0.06 0.14 0.38 0.45

Table 8: Correlations of the number of tropical cyclones in the models versus observations in the Northern Hemi-
sphere basins (NI - North Indian, WNP - western North Pacific), ENP - eastern North Pacific and ATL - Atlantic) in
different seasons in the period 1971-2000. Bold entries indicate correlation values which have significance at the95%
confidence level.

The Echam4 and NSIPP models have a larger contribution from the internal variability in all basins. The Echam3
model has a larger contribution from the external than the internal variability in the South Pacific and the western
North Pacific, two basins where this model has a total variability that is too large. It is therefore possible that in these
two basins the Echam3 model responds too strongly to changes in the forcing SSTs.

Tables 8 and 9 show the correlations between model simulations and observations of the number of tropical cy-
clones in different basins per season in the Northern and Southern Hemisphere, respectively. It is noted that skill in the
number of tropical cyclone in these models is dependent on the basin and season. Model skill was also examined using
the Spearman rank correlation, Sommer’s Delta and Kendall’s Tau (Sheskin 2000). These are presented for some of
the basins in Figs. 12,13, 14. Here we show the results using the models’ number of tropical cyclones without bias
corrections. The results using the bias corrected number of tropical cyclones are essentially the same, and therefore
are not shown here.

The three models have no skill for number of tropical cyclones in the North Indian Ocean (Table 8). Echam4
has significant skill for number of tropical cyclones in the South Indian Ocean, but only later than the peak tropical
cyclone season of December - March. Both Echam3 and Echam4 models have significant skill for number of tropical
cyclones in the western North Pacific some of the seasons, as seen in Fig. 12. The two basins with the highest values
of skill for number of tropical cyclones are the Atlantic and the South Pacific, as shown in Tables 8, 9 and Figs. 13,14.
Echam3 and Echam4 also have some periods of significant skill for number of tropical cyclones in the eastern North
Pacific and Australian basins.
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Figure 11: (a) External (interannual) standard deviation (SD), (b) internal (inter-ensemble) standard deviation, (c) total
standard deviation in models and observations (only total standard deviation) in the different basins: South Indian (SI),
Australian (AUS), South Pacific (SP), North Indian (NI), western North Pacific (WNP), eastern North Pacific (ENP),
and Atlantic (ATL).
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Figure 12: Simulation skill of the number of tropical cyclones in the western North Pacific over the period 1971-2000
for the models: (a) Echam3, (b) Echam4, and (c) NSIPP. Significant skill in any of the measures is marked with a red
asterisk (∗). The circle (◦) is the correlation (Corr.), the diamond (3) is the rank correlation (R.C.), the triangle (4) is
Sommer’s Delta and the square (2) is Kendall’s Tau.
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Figure 13: Simulation skill of the number of tropical cyclones in the Atlantic over the period 1971-2000 for the
models: (a) Echam3, (b) Echam4, and (c) NSIPP. Significant skill in any of the measures is marked with a red asterisk
red asterisk (∗). The circle (◦) is the correlation (Corr.), the diamond (3) is the rank correlation (R.C.), the triangle
(4) is Sommer’s Delta and the square (2) is Kendall’s Tau.
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Figure 14: Simulation skill of the number of tropical cyclones in the South Pacific over the period 1971-2000 or
1971/1972-1999/2000 (July to June) for the models: (a) Echam3, (b) Echam4, and (c) NSIPP. Significant skill in any
of the measures is marked with a red asterisk (∗). The circle (◦) is the correlation (Corr.), the diamond (3) is the rank
correlation (R.C.), the triangle (4) is Sommer’s Delta and the square (2) is Kendall’s Tau.
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Basin Model NDJ DJF JFM FMA MAM AMJ NDJFMA Jul-Jun

SI Echam3 0.24 0.05 -0.02 0.09 0.17 0.04 0.21 0.28
SI Echam4 0.00 0.05 0.05 0.31 0.39 0.38 0.21 0.14
SI NSIPP 0.04 -0.11 -0.02 0.03 0.22 -0.02 0.03 -0.08

AUS Echam3 -0.31 -0.39 -0.22 -0.17 -0.05 -0.01 -0.33 -0.23
AUS Echam4 0.02 0.34 0.43 0.51 0.35 0.24 0.41 0.38
AUS NSIPP 0.08 0.02 0.21 0.28 0.23 0.26 0.17 0.09
SP Echam3 0.64 0.49 0.44 0.52 0.50 0.39 0.72 0.73
SP Echam4 0.53 0.42 0.31 0.39 0.31 0.24 0.52 0.60
SP NSIPP 0.36 0.34 0.38 0.51 0.38 0.00 0.62 0.68

Table 9: Correlations of the number of tropical cyclones in the models versus observations in the Southern Hemisphere
basins (SI - South Indian, AUS - Australian, SP - South Pacific) in different seasons in the period 1971-2000 or
1971/1972-1999/2000 (July to June). Bold entries indicate correlation values which have significance at the95%
confidence level.

5. Tropical Cyclone Tracks

Fig. 15 shows all the tropical cyclone tracks in one of the ensemble members of each of the models and in observations
for the years 1993-1995. The tracks vary from ensemble member to ensemble member as each member has its unique
set of tropical cyclones. However, by looking at one randomly selected ensemble member we can get a good idea of
the typical properties of the tracks.

In Vitart et al. (1997), the tropical cyclone tracks in the GFDL GCM tended to be located more poleward, and
were shorter, than the observed tracks. A poleward tendency is not evident in the AGCMs analysed here (see Fig. 15),
but that could be due to the differing tracking algorithms used here than that used in Vitart et al. (1997). In Vitart
et al. (2003), this algorithm was slightly modified and applied to a different AGCM and this modification improved the
realism of the tropical cyclone tracks. Therefore, it is hard to evaluate if the different characteristics of these AGCMs’
tracks are due to model differences and/or to the tracking algorithms.

Due to the low resolution, the tropical cyclone tracks are not as smooth as the observed ones, as the defined center
of the tropical cyclone has to “jump” from one grid point to another and the incremental distance is usually large
compared to that observed. This problem is improved when higher resolution models are used, e.g. in Landman et al.
(2002).

In observations, the tropical cyclone tracks in the Southern Hemisphere are concentrated in a belt between10oS
and40oS. Only in the Atlantic and the western North Pacific are latitudes of more than40o from the equator usually
reached (see Fig. 15). However, in both Echam3 and Echam4, in the Southern Hemisphere, many tropical cyclones
reach latitudes of up to 50S. The tracks in the NSIPP model are shorter than those observed (see Fig. 15(c)), in contrast
with the two other models which tend to have tracks that are too long.

The density of tracks per4o latitude and longitude per year is shown in Fig. 16. The track density is normalized
by number of ensemble members for the models. The difference of the track density in the models and observations is
given in Fig. 17.

The lack of enough tropical cyclones globally in the models can be clearly seen in Figs. 16 and 17. The NSIPP
model has the track density located in a much smaller region than the observations (see Fig. 16) and the other two
models have a disproportional percentage of track density near the south Asian coast, Australia and the South Indian
Ocean. The lack of tropical cyclone activity in most of the Pacific Ocean in the NSIPP model is in contrast with the
observed and Echam3 and Echam4 models.

The track density of the Echam3 model has a realistic pattern over the Atlantic (Fig. 16(a)), although there are too
many tropical cyclones over western Africa and near the African coast, and too few cyclones in the Gulf of Mexico
and along the eastern USA coast. The track density in the Atlantic is very different from the observations in both
the Echam4 and the NSIPP models, with very low values in the Caribbean in both models and some activity near the
African coast in the Echam4 model. Previous AGCM tropical cyclone studies show tropical cyclone activity in the
South Atlantic (see e.g. Vitart et al. (1997)), which is not seen in any of the models analyzed here.

In the observations (see Fig. 16(d)), the track density has two regions of maximum in the Northern Hemisphere:
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Figure 15: Tracks of tropical cyclones for the years 1993-1995 for the one of the ensemble members in the models:
(a) Echam3, (b) Echam4 and (c) NSIPP and in the observations (d).
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Echam3 Echam4 NSIPP
GL 0.55 0.66 0.52
NH 0.56 0.64 0.51
SH 0.59 0.70 0.58

Table 10: Correlations of track density per year (Fig. 16) in models and observations: globe (GL), Northern Hemi-
sphere (NH) and Southern Hemisphere (SH). Bold entries indicate correlation values which have significance at the
95% confidence level.

×10−2 Echam3 Echam4 NSIPP
GL 2.8 3.0 3.0
NH 4.5 5.2 5.0
SH 3.2 2.8 3.0

Table 11: Mean square error of track density per year in models and observations: globe (GL), Northern Hemisphere
(NH) and Southern Hemisphere (SH). The domain used for the mean square error calculations was the whole globe,
or the whole Hemisphere from the equator to the respective pole.

one in the eastern and the other in the western North Pacific. All models have a problem replicating the maximum in
the eastern North Pacific, although the Echam4 has a maximum in that region that is slightly too near the equator and
still not strong enough, as seen in Fig. 17(b). As noted above for cyclone origin, both Echam3 and Echam4 have an
eastward bias in the location of the track density maximum in the western North Pacific (Fig. 17(a),(b)). Hence, both
models have a deficit in the tropical cyclone activity near the Asian coast. In contrast, though the NSIPP model has
an overall deficit of tropical cyclone activity in the western North Pacific, this model has too many tropical cyclones
passing through the South China Sea.

Compared to observations, all three models have too many near-equatorial tropical cyclones in the Indian Ocean
and in the Pacific, with a near continuum of track density from the northern to the Southern Hemisphere (Fig.16). As
discussed previously, this is partially a result of the models’ low resolution.

The Echam4 and NSIPP models have a maximum of track density in the Bay of Bengal, similar to the observed
tropical cyclone activity in the North Indian Ocean (Fig. 17). However, all models do not have enough tropical cyclone
tracks in the North Indian Ocean. In the Arabian Sea, the Echam4 model has bias of having too many tropical cyclones
making landfall in the Arabian Peninsula (Oman).

The bias of lack of tropical cyclone activity in the NSIPP model is present in the Southern Hemisphere also, with
the exception of an excess of tropical cyclone activity in the equatorial Indonesian region (Fig. 17). Both Echam3
and Echam4 show a bias of having too much tropical cyclone activity far east of Australia, including the center of the
South Indian Ocean, with a lack of tropical cyclone tracks near Australia (Fig. 17).

Tables 10 and 11 compare the track density pattern in the models with that of observations, using spatial correlation
and mean square error, respectively. These tables confirm the results discussed above: The Echam4 model has the
highest spatial correlations, with all models having slightly larger correlation coefficients in the Southern than in the
Northern Hemisphere (Table 10). Globally and in the Northern Hemisphere, Echam3 has the smallest mean square
error for the track density pattern, while Echam4 has the smallest mean square error in the Southern Hemisphere
(Table 11). The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for comparing two distributions was also used for the track densities with
similar results (not shown).

6. Modified Accumulated Cyclone Energy - MACE

An index that has been increasingly used to measure tropical cyclone activity is the ACE (Accumulated Cyclone
Energy), defined by Bell et al. (2000). The ACE index gives a measure not only of the number of tropical cyclones, but
also their intensities and life-spans. The ACE index for a basin is defined as the sum of the squares of the estimated 6-
hourly maximum sustained surface wind speed in knots for all periods in which the tropical cyclones in that basin have
either a tropical storm or hurricane intensity. Here we define a slightly modified index (MACE - modified ACE index),
in order to describe the tropical cyclone activity in the models and observations. In contrast to the the ACE definition,
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Figure 16: Tropical cyclones track density per year for the models (per ensemble member): (a) Echam3, (b) Echam4,
and (c) NSIPP, and (d) the observations in the period 1961-2000.
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Figure 17: Difference between tropical cyclones tracks density per year in the models (per ensemble member) and
observations for (a) Echam3, (b) Echam4, and (c) NSIPP. The base period is 1961-2000.
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the times when tropical cyclones have only tropical depression intensity are also included. Tropical cyclones have
tropical depression intensity if their sustained surface wind speed is less than34knots, and for the model cyclones
if their vorticity is below thresholds defined in Camargo and Zebiak (2002). Another difference between MACE
and ACE is that MACE is defined in(m/s)2 instead of in(knots)2. The reason for defining this slightly different
index is that the tropical cyclones in the models are weak and to define a difference between a tropical depression
and a tropical storm intensity for the models’ tropical cyclone is not straightforward. By keeping the models’ and
observations’ tropical cyclones at all times we think that a better comparison between them is possible.

In the North Indian Ocean and the Southern Hemisphere, the best track datasets have little data for wind speed
before 1980. Therefore, in calculating the MACE two different periods were considered. For the western North Pacific,
eastern North Pacific and Atlantic, all the MACE calculations used data for the full period of this study: 1961-2000.
In contrast, for the North Indian Ocean and the Southern Hemisphere the MACE was analyzed for only the period of
1981-2000.

a. Spatial and temporal distribution of MACE

Figs. 18,19,20 show the average MACE per month in the different basins in the models (left panels) and observations
(right panels). As the model tropical cyclones do not intensify as much as observed tropical cyclones, partly due to the
low resolution, the MACE indices in the models have a strong bias of being too low. With the exception of the Atlantic
(Fig. 19(a)), and the South Indian Ocean (Fig. 20(c)), the most active model is Echam4. In the two exceptions, the
most active model is Echam3. In all basins, the NSIPP model average MACE per month is approximately an order of
magnitude smaller than in the other models.

Compared with the annual cycle of number of observed tropical cyclones (see Figs. 6 and 7), the observed MACE
annual cycle in some of the basins (Figs. 18,19,20) has a sharper maximum, concentrated in fewer months. This is very
clear, for example, in both pre- and post-monsoon peaks in the North Indian Ocean and in the western North Pacific.
These differences in the annual cycles indicate that while on average two or three months have approximately the same
mean number of tropical cyclones, in one of these months the cyclones are usually more intense and/or longer lasting
than in the other months.

In the western North Pacific (Fig.18(b)), the observed MACE has a peak in the months of July to November, with
a maximum in September. Both Echam3 and Echam4 (Fig.18(a)) have tropical cyclone activity throughout the year,
with a slightly early peak in the months of August to October. The NSIPP model MACE has a small, slightly late
peak in September to November, with a maximum in October. The observed bimodal distribution of the North Indian
Ocean MACE (Fig.18(d)) is more pronounced than seen in the number of tropical cyclones. While Echam3 weakly
reproduces the bimodality, the models generally fail to reproduce the MACE annual cycle in the North Indian Ocean
(Fig.18(c)), with a peak during the summer, when the observed MACE is at a relative minimum.

In the Atlantic, the observed MACE has a sharp peak in the months of August to October, with a maximum in
September (Fig. 19(b)). The Echam3 MACE peak is broader (Fig. 19(a)), with MACE activity from June to October,
and maximum in September. In contrast, the small MACE peak of Echam4 occurs later in the year, with maximum
in October. Finally, the NSIPP has very small values of MACE with a September maximum. In the eastern North
Pacific, the observed MACE maximum occurs in the months of July to September (Fig. 19(d)). All three models’
MACE peaks occur somewhat later in the year.

In the three basins of the Southern Hemisphere (Australian, South Indian and South Pacific), the observed MACE
peak occurs in the months of January to March (Fig. 20(b),(d),(f)). The three models are better able to capture the
MACE annual cycle in the Southern Hemisphere than in the Northern Hemisphere, with a correct timing in all models
in the South Indian and Australian basin (Fig. 20(a),(c)). In the South Pacific the Echam3 and NSIPP also have a peak
at the right time of the year, while in the Echam4 model the peak occurs slightly later (Fig. 20(e)).

In tables 12 and 13 the MACE mean, standard deviation and coefficient of variation (ratio of standard deviation
to mean) for the Northern and Southern Hemisphere basins, respectively, are given. Besides the already mentioned
mean bias of all models due to the lack of intensification of the model tropical cyclones, the Echam3 and Echam4
models’ MACE coefficient of variation is proportionally smaller than that observed in most basins, with larger values
for NSIPP.

The MACE density per4o latitude and longitude per year for the models (per ensemble member) and observations
is shown in Fig. 21. Unlike the track density, the MACE density is based on the square of the speed, taking into
account the intensity (kinetic energy) of the cyclones in each basin. The Atlantic, for instance, has a clearer spatial
maximum in the MACE density pattern than in the track density pattern. Locations with occasional weak cyclones
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Figure 18: Average MACE per month in the models and observations for the western North Pacific ((a) models, (b)
observations) and North Indian Ocean((c) models, and (d) observations), in the periods of 1961-2000 and 1981-2000,
respectively.

North Indian Western North Pacific Eastern North Pacific Atlantic
Model Mean SD CV Mean SD CV Mean SD CV Mean SD CV

Echam3 0.8 0.3 0.4 16.4 5.3 0.3 2.1 1.1 0.5 4.8 1.6 0.3
Echam4 2.8 0.8 0.3 30.4 4.5 0.1 2.9 0.8 0.3 0.7 0.3 0.4
NSIPP 0.1 0.1 1.0 3.4 1.2 0.3 0.1 0.1 1.0 0.1 0.1 1.0
OBS. 6.1 3.2 0.5 89.3 32.1 0.4 31.5 17.6 0.6 27.3 15.8 0.6

Table 12: MACE mean (×104), standard deviation (SD) (×104) and coefficient of variation (ratio of standard deviation
and mean) per year for the Northern Hemisphere basins.
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Figure 19: Average MACE per month in the models and observations for the North Atlantic ((a) models, (b) observa-
tions) and eastern North Pacific ((c) models, and (d) observations).

South Indian Australian South Pacific
Model Mean SD CV Mean SD CV Mean SD CV

Echam3 11.7 2.7 0.2 2.4 1.3 0.5 7.1 7.0 1.0
Echam4 8.6 1.5 0.2 3.1 0.8 0.3 8.9 3.1 0.3
NSIPP 1.7 0.6 0.3 0.5 0.3 0.6 0.3 0.3 1.0
OBS. 31.7 13.2 0.4 17.9 6.9 0.4 13.4 10.5 0.8

Table 13: MACE mean (×104), standard deviation (SD) (×104) and coefficient of variation (ratio of standard deviation
and mean) per Southern Hemisphere season for the Sourthern Hemisphere basins.
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Figure 20: Average MACE per month in the models and observations for the Australian basin ((a) models, (b) obser-
vations), South Indian Ocean ((c) models, and (d) observations), and South Pacific ((e) models, (f) observations).
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Echam3 Echam4 NSIPP
GL 0.56 0.63 0.45
NH 0.61 0.62 0.43
SH 0.60 0.70 0.51

Table 14: Correlations of MACE density of models and observations: globe (GL), Northern Hemisphere (NH), and
Southern Hemisphere (SH). Bold entries indicate correlation values which have significance at the95% confidence
level.

Echam3 Echam4 NSIPP
GL 32.0 30.2 33.9
NH 58.6 55.2 61.5
SH 23.1 21.9 26.2

Table 15: Mean square error of MACE density in models and observations: globe (GL), Northern Hemisphere (NH),
and Southern Hemisphere (SH).

are likely to fall near the bottom of the scale in MACE density, and therefore are colored white. This explains why
the NSIPP MACE density pattern is much less filled than the track density pattern. Also, many regions over land that
showed up in the track density have a weaker contribution in the MACE density, such as the Australian region. The
separation between the observed MACE patterns in the Northern and Southern Hemispheres is more evident, while
the models’ MACE patterns remain continuous through the equator, especially in the case of Echam4 over the Pacific.

The correspondences of the model MACE density patterns with that observed are given in Tables 14 and 15, where
the spatial correlation and the mean square error are shown, respectively. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test comparing
two distributions was also performed, with similar results (not shown). The Echam4 model has the highest correlation
coefficients and lowest mean square error for MACE density globally and per hemisphere. The MACE density pattern
of Echam4 and NSIPP in the Southern Hemisphere is more similar to the observed pattern than in the Northern
Hemisphere. All models have lower mean square error and higher correlations coefficients in the Southern Hemisphere
than in the Northern Hemisphere, partly due to the artificial factor of there being less tropical cyclone activity in the
Southern Hemisphere.

b. MACE interannual variability

Fig. 22 shows the MACE in the western North Pacific and South Indian Ocean in the models (ensemble mean MACE)
and observations per year and Southern Hemisphere season, respectively. The model with the highest MACE values in
the western North Pacific is Echam4, and in the South Indian Ocean is Echam3. NSIPP has the lowest MACE values
in both cases.

We performed a bias correction in the models’ MACE, similar to the one described in the models’ number of tropi-
cal cyclones, such that the models have the same MACE distribution in each basin as the observed MACE distribution.
The interannual variability of the bias corrected MACE in the western North Pacific and South Indian Ocean is given
in Fig. 23.

In Fig. 24 the bias corrected MACE spread of the ensemble members in each model is shown. For each model,
some years the spread among the ensemble members is large, while in others the spread is very small. When the spread
is small, greater confidence of the model’s MACE response to the forcing SST may be suggested. For the Echam4
model, in most years the observed MACE is within the spread of the bias corrected ensemble members, while for
Echam3 and NSIPP in many years this does not occur. This may be partly a result of the Echam4’s greater number of
ensemble members. Although none of the models ensemble members’ captured the observed record MACE in 1997,
a few of the Echam3 ensemble members are near to the observed MACE values.

The models’ skill for MACE was calculated using correlations (see Tables 16 and 17) and additional skill measures,
as shown for some basins in Figs. 26,25,28. The skill of all models in the Atlantic is relatively high. Other basins
with significant skill in the relevant seasons are western North Pacific (Echam3 and Echam4), eastern North Pacific
(Echam4), and South Pacific (all models).
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Figure 21: MACE density (in10−4m2/s2 units) in the models (a) Echam3, (b) Echam4, (c) NSIPP, and (d) observa-
tions, for the period 1981-2000.
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Figure 22: MACE per year (season) in models (ensemble mean) and observations in the western North Pacific (a) and
South Indian Ocean (b).
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Figure 23: Bias corrected MACE per year (season) in models (ensemble mean) and observations in western North
Pacific (a) and South Indian Ocean (b).
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Figure 24: The models’ bias corrected MACE per year (ensemble mean and interensemble spread), and observed
MACE in the western North Pacific: (a) Echam3, (b) Echam4, and (c) NSIPP.
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Basin Model MJJ JJA JAS ASO SON OND JJASON Jan-Dec

NI Echam3 0.17 0.38 -0.11 0.78 0.22 0.25 0.25 0.34
NI Echam4 -0.22 0.24 -0.15 0.18 0.36 0.17 0.37 0.20
NI NSIPP 0.10 0.27 -0.17 -0.25 -0.11 0.07 -0.04 0.17

WNP Echam3 0.51 0.60 0.66 0.48 0.43 0.22 0.68 0.65
WNP Echam4 0.33 0.31 0.39 0.34 0.22 -0.11 0.25 0.26
WNP NSIPP 0.18 0.16 0.22 0.22 0.14 -0.26 0.18 0.16
ENP Echam3 0.08 0.21 0.26 0.30 0.29 0.13 0.28 0.36
ENP Echam4 0.54 0.53 0.43 0.35 0.23 0.03 0.42 0.41
ENP NSIPP 0.07 -0.05 -0.30 -0.51 -0.17 -0.05 -0.23 -0.31
ATL Echam3 0.11 0.52 0.77 0.61 0.51 0.11 0.72 0.72
ATL Echam4 0.09 0.29 0.64 0.51 0.46 0.16 0.51 0.48
ATL NSIPP -0.08 0.38 0.65 0.60 0.44 0.09 0.59 0.58

Table 16: Correlations of MACE in the bias corrected models versus observations in the Northern Hemisphere basins
in different seasons. North Indian Ocean: 1981-2000, western North Pacific, eastern North Pacific and North Atlantic:
1971-2000. Bold entries indicate correlation values which have significance at the90% confidence level.

Basin Model NDJ DJF JFM FMA MAM AMJ NDJFMA Jul-Jun

SI Echam3 0.57 0.48 0.27 0.08 0.03 0.51 0.52 0.60
SI Echam4 0.20 0.11 0.03 -0.12 -0.18 -0.13 0.20 0.19
SI NSIPP 0.26 0.19 0.01 -0.15 -0.26 0.13 -0.18 -0.13

AUS Echam3 -0.16 -0.47 -0.38 -0.27 0.01 0.14 -0.35 -0.33
AUS Echam4 -0.42 -0.40 -0.34 0.09 0.23 0.31 -0.17 -0.22
AUS NSIPP -0.09 -0.31 -0.23 0.30 0.59 0.48 -0.14 -0.17
SP Echam3 0.60 0.48 0.48 0.46 0.45 0.23 0.67 0.67
SP Echam4 0.60 0.47 0.46 0.27 0.28 0.20 0.62 0.65
SP NSIPP 0.45 0.30 0.33 0.54 0.54 0.58 0.57 0.61

Table 17: Correlations of MACE in the bias corrected models versus observations in the Southern Hemisphere basins
in different seasons in the period 1981-2000. Bold entries indicate correlation values which have significance at the
90% confidence level.
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GL % NH % SH %
Echam3 294.6 81% 215.4 59% 189.7 52%
Echam4 330.1 90% 267.7 73% 172.4 47%
NSIPP 200.3 55% 120.5 33% 98.7 27%
OBS. 294.3 81% 200.0 55% 128.2 35%

Table 18: Average number of days with tropical cyclone activity in the globe (GL), Northern Hemisphere (NH)
and Southern Hemisphere (SH), and the percentage of days in a year with tropical cyclone activity in models and
observations in the period 1961-2000

Fig. 25 shows the MACE skill of the three models in the western North Pacific. Both Echam3 and Echam4 have
significant skill in the western North Pacific in most seasons, including the peak typhoon season (ASO). The skill is
smaller in the later part of the year (SON and OND) in the three models.

Fig. 26 shows the MACE skill of the three models in the South Pacific. The correlation is significant in the
Echam3 and Echam4 models during the tropical cyclone peak season months (January - March, JFM), but the skill is
not significant in the other measures used. The highest skills are observed for the total season (July-June) using the
Echam3 model.

The MACE skill of the models in the eastern North Pacific is shown in Fig. 27. Both Echam3 and Echam4 have
significant skill most of the year, with skill values of the Echam3 model higher than Echam4. The NSIPP model only
has significant skill in the early season (MJJ).

In the Atlantic, the three models have significant skill for MACE, as shown in Fig. 28. In the three models the
maximum skill occurs early in the season (July to September, JAS) and diminishes later in the year. The highest skills
of all models for MACE occur in the Atlantic basin.

7. Number of Days with Tropical Cyclone Activity

When analysing how active a hurricane season is, one of the indices commonly used is the number of days with
tropical cyclone activity. The number of tropical cyclones does not give any information on how strong or how long-
lasting the tropical cyclones are. On the other hand, ACE (here MACE) can be strongly dominated by a handful of
very intense tropical cyclones. Therefore to have a more complete idea of the level of activity in one season, another
interesting variable to analyze in the models and observations is the number of days with tropical cyclone activity. We
count a day with tropical cyclone activity if during that day in the domain considered (global, Northern and Southern
Hemispheres, and basins) a tropical cyclone is active.

The average number of days with tropical cylone activity in the globe, northern and Southern Hemispheres for
the models and observations are given in Table 18. The percentage of average number of days per year with tropical
cyclone activity is also shown in Table 18. Globally, the Echam3 average number of days with tropical cyclone activity
is very similar to the observed number, while Echam4 has an excess of days and the NSIPP model not enough days.
In observations, there are more days with tropical cyclone activity in the Northern Hemisphere than in the Southern
Hemisphere and all models reproduce this feature. However, both Echam3 and Echam4 have more days with tropical
cyclone activity in each Hemisphere than observed, and NSIPP fewer days.

Tables 19 and 20 show the average number of days with tropical cyclone activity per basin in the models and
observations in the Northern and Southern Hemisphere, respectively. All models lack days with tropical cyclones
activity in the North Indian ocean, with Echam4 being closest to the observed value. The NSIPP model does not have
enough tropical cyclone days in any basin, with values closest to the observed ones in the western North Pacific and
the South Indian Ocean. Echam4, and to a slight extent Echam3, have too many days with tropical cyclone activity
in the western North Pacific. In the eastern North Pacific, all models lack enough days, with Echam4 having the most
activity in that basin. The Echam3 is the only model with a realistic number of days with tropical cyclone activity in
the Atlantic, the other 2 models having almost no days.

In the Southern Hemisphere, the Echam3 and Echam4 models have varying degrees of an excess of days with trop-
ical cyclone activity in the South Indian Ocean and South Pacific, contrasting with a lack of activity in the Australian
basin. Most of the days with tropical cyclone activity in the NSIPP model occurs in the South Indian Ocean, where
the average number of days is nearly as high as the observed number.
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Figure 25: Simulation skill of MACE in the western North Pacific for the models: (a) Echam3, (b) Echam4, and (c)
NSIPP, 1971-2000. Significant skill in any of the measures is indicated with a red asterisk (∗); The circle (◦) is for the
correlation (Corr.), the diamond (3) is for the rank correlation (R.C.), the triangle (4) is for Sommer’s Delta and the
square (2) is for Kendall’s Tau.

NI WNP ENP ATL
Echam3 13.9 4% 169.5 46% 33.6 9% 62.6 17%
Echam4 34.6 9% 248.0 68% 47.8 13% 9.9 3%
NSIPP 6.5 2% 110.4 30% 5.3 1% 6.5 2%
OBS. 42.2 12% 150.8 41% 72.4 20% 59.2 16%

Table 19: Average number of days with tropical cyclone activity in the Northern Hemisphere basins (North Indian -
NI, western North Pacific - WNP, eastern North Pacific - ENP and Atlantic - ATL), and the percentage of days in a
year with tropical cyclone activity in models and observations in the period 1961-2000
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Figure 26: Simulation skill of MACE in the South Pacific for the models: (a) Echam3, (b) Echam4 (c) NSIPP, 1971-
2000. Significant skill in any of the measures are indicated with a red asterisk (∗); The circle (◦) is for the correlation
(Corr.), the diamond (3) is for the rank correlation (R.C.), the triangle (4) is for Sommer’s Delta and the square (2)
is for Kendall’s Tau.

South Indian Australian South Pacific
Echam3 138.8 38% 31.3 9% 55.1 15%
Echam4 97.7 27% 42.9 12% 83.9 23%
NSIPP 69.0 19% 31.0 8% 11.6 3%
OBS. 82.8 23% 56.1 15% 36.1 10%

Table 20: Average number of days with tropical cyclone activity in the Southern Hemisphere basins, and the percentage
of days in a year with activity in models and observations, in the period 1961-2000
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Figure 27: Simulation skill of MACE in the eastern North Pacific for the models: (a) Echam3, (b) Echam4 (c) NSIPP,
1971-2000. Significant skill in any of the measures are indicated with a red asterisk (∗); The circle (◦) is for the
correlation (Corr.), the diamond (3) is for the rank correlation (R.C.), the triangle (4) is for Sommer’s Delta and the
square (2) is for Kendall’s Tau.
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Figure 28: Simulation skill of MACE in the Atlantic for the models: (a) Echam3, (b) Echam4 (c) NSIPP, 1971-2000.
Significant skill in any of the measures are indicated with a red asterisk (∗); The circle (◦) is for the correlation (Corr.),
the diamond (3) is for the rank correlation (R.C.), the triangle (4) is for Sommer’s Delta and the square (2) is for
Kendall’s Tau.
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Basin Model MJJ JJA JAS ASO SON OND JJASON Jan-Dec

NI Echam3 -0.19 -0.18 -0.21 -0.18 -0.41 0.12 -0.34 -0.23
NI Echam4 -0.15 -0.01 -0.16 -0.08 -0.14 0.06 0.03 -0.08
NI NSIPP 0.10 -0.03 -0.18 -0.05 -0.15 -0.12 0.02 0.01

WNP Echam3 0.50 0.47 0.39 0.36 0.28 0.28 0.51 0.61
WNP Echam4 0.47 0.46 0.40 0.26 0.21 0.14 0.27 0.46
WNP NSIPP 0.41 0.23 0.17 -0.01 -0.04 -0.38 0.18 0.26
ENP Echam3 0.25 0.23 0.13 0.21 0.15 0.10 0.18 0.29
ENP Echam4 0.45 0.38 0.21 0.26 0.23 0.12 0.31 0.30
ENP NSIPP 0.05 -0.08 -0.41 -0.58 -0.34 -0.17 -0.35 -0.29
ATL Echam3 -0.03 0.37 0.72 0.52 0.31 0.03 0.63 0.60
ATL Echam4 -0.13 0.21 0.37 0.46 0.46 0.18 0.49 0.43
ATL NSIPP 0.13 0.31 0.60 0.59 0.45 0.24 0.52 0.47

Table 21: Correlations of number of days with tropical cyclone activity in the bias corrected models and observations
in the Northern Hemisphere basins (North Indian Ocean - NI, western North Pacific - WNP, eastern North Pacific -
ENP and Atlantic - ATL) for different seasons in the period 1971-2000. Bold entries indicate correlation values which
have significance at the95% confidence level.

Figs. 29 and 30 show the average number of days with tropical cyclone activity per month in each basin of the
Northern and Southern Hemispheres, respectively. As was the case for other variables, none of the models reproduce
the annual cycle of the number of tropical cyclone days in the North Indian Ocean. In observations, there are two
maxima–one in May and one in November–while the models generally have most of the tropical cyclone days in
between these months. In the western North Pacific, both Echam3 and Echam4 have too many tropical cyclone days in
the off-peak months of January to June. From July to November, Echam4 still has a slight excess of days with tropical
cyclone activity, while both Echam3 and NSIPP have deficits. The NSIPP model, and to a lesser extent Echam3,
peak too late in the year. While the Echam3 reproduces quite well the peak in the number of tropical cyclone days
in the Atlantic, with a small excess during the months of May to July, Echam4 has a severe deficiency of active days
throughout the year and a late peak. The NSIPP model is also severely deficient, but has realistic seasonal phasing.

In the Southern Hemisphere, the mean number of tropical cyclone days per month of the NSIPP is much more
similar to that observed than in the Northern Hemisphere (see Fig. 30). In the South Indian Ocean, the Echam4 has
an annual cycle for mean number of tropical cyclone days very similar to that observed (Fig. 30(a)). In contrast, the
Echam3 model has a second peak in August to October that is not present in the observations. The NSIPP model has a
somewhat late peak. All models do not have enough tropical cyclone days throughout the year in the Australian basin,
the Echam4 having an annual cycle most similar to that observed (Fig. 30(b)). Echam4 has too many tropical cyclone
days in the South Pacific throughout the year, contrasting with the Echam3’s more realistic behavior and the NSIPP
model’s lack of tropical cyclone days in that basin (Fig. 30(c)).

In Fig. 31 the average number of tropical cyclone days per year in the western North Pacific and the Atlantic is
shown for the models and observations. In both basins there is large interannual variability in the number of tropical
cyclone days per year. The models seem to capture part of this interannual variability in these basins. The correlations
of the ensemble mean number of tropical cyclone days per year of the models with the observations is given in
Tables 21 (Northern Hemisphere) and 22 (Southern Hemisphere). The basins in which the models show some skill in
the relevant tropical cyclone season, using correlations and other skill measures are, the western North Pacific, Atlantic
and South Pacific. The skill plots for the case of the western North Pacific and Atlantic are given in Figs. 32 and 33.

8. Life Span

It is interesting to know if the models are able to reproduce the average life span of the observed tropical cyclones. In
this section we analyze the average life span of tropical cyclones in the models and compare with observations.

Table 23 shows the average and the standard deviation of the life span of tropical cyclones globally and in each
Hemisphere. The three models’ average tropical cyclone life span is larger than the observed life span, globally and
per Hemisphere. The model with the largest average life span is the NSIPP model. In the previous sections, it was
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Figure 29: Mean number of days with tropical cyclone activity per month in the models and observations: (a) North
Indian Ocean, (b) western North Pacific, (c) eastern North Pacific, and (d) Atlantic, in the period 1961-2000.
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Figure 30: Mean number of days with tropical cyclone activity per month in the models and observations: (a) South
Indian Ocean, (b) Australian region, and (c) South Pacific, in the period 1961-2000.
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Figure 31: Mean number of days with tropical cyclone activity per year in the bias corrected models and observations:
(a) western North Pacific and (b) Atlantic in the period 1961-2000.
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Figure 32: Simulation skill of the mean number of tropical cyclone days in the western North Pacific for the models:
(a) Echam3, (b) Echam4 (c) NSIPP, 1971-2000. Significant skill in any of the measures are marked with a red asterisk
(∗); The circle (◦) is for the correlation (Corr.), the diamond (3) is for the rank correlation (R.C.), the triangle (4) is
for Sommer’s Delta and the square (2) is for Kendall’s Tau.
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Figure 33: Simulation skill of the mean number of tropical cyclone days in the Atlantic for the models: (a) Echam3, (b)
Echam4 (c) NSIPP, 1971-2000. Significant skill in any of the measures are marked with a red asterisk (∗); The circle
(◦) is for the correlation (Corr.), the diamond (3) is for the rank correlation (R.C.), the triangle (4) is for Sommer’s
Delta and the square (2) is for Kendall’s Tau.
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Basin Model NDJ DJF JFM FMA MAM AMJ NDJFMA Jul-Jun

SI Echam3 0.37 0.32 0.03 -0.02 0.22 0.01 0.32 0.31
SI Echam4 0.04 -0.08 0.10 0.10 0.26 0.41 0.17 0.13
SI NSIPP 0.03 -0.05 0.06 0.04 0.15 -0.05 0.01 -0.10

AUS Echam3 -0.24 -0.27 -0.26 -0.14 -0.06 0.07 -0.29 -0.31
AUS Echam4 -0.21 0.01 0.01 0.24 0.27 0.02 0.07 -0.07
AUS NSIPP 0.18 -0.03 -0.11 0.05 0.42 0.18 0.02 0.03
SP Echam3 0.51 0.44 0.15 0.27 0.40 0.25 0.44 0.49
SP Echam4 0.45 0.32 0.10 0.20 0.29 0.21 0.39 0.46
SP NSIPP 0.33 0.31 0.10 0.38 0.49 0.30 0.42 0.51

Table 22: Correlations of the number of days with tropical cyclone activity in the bias corrected models and obser-
vations in the Southern Hemisphere basins (South Indian - SI, Australian - AUS and South Pacific - SP) for different
seasons during the period 1971-2000. Bold entries indicate correlation values which have significance at the95%
confidence level.

GL NH SH
Model Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

Echam3 12.8 0.5 12.1 0.5 13.9 0.7
Echam4 15.6 0.5 15.2 0.6 16.6 0.5
NSIPP 21.0 2.2 23.7 3.3 18.2 2.0
OBS. 7.3 1.3 7.2 1.4 7.5 1.2

Table 23: Average life span (in days) of tropical cyclones in the globe (GL) , Northern Hemisphere (NH) and Southern
Hemisphere (SH) in models and observations in the period 1961-2000

noted that the NSIPP model’s number of tropical cyclones and tropical cyclone activity was much smaller than that of
the other two models. As the average lifespan in the NSIPP model is larger than that of the other models, we conclude
that the NSIPP model has very few, long lasting model tropical cyclones.

These findings hold for the average tropical cyclone life span in each basin, as shown in Tables 24 and 25 for the
Northern and Southern Hemispheres basins, respectively. The standard deviation of the life span in the NSIPP model
is much larger than in either the observations or the other two models. In some basins the standard deviation of the
life span of the Echam3 and Echam4 models are similar to the observed standard deviation, accompanying positive
biases in mean life span. Such basins include the North Indian Ocean, the eastern North Pacific, the Atlantic and the
Australian basin. In the other basins, both models have too high a mean and too small a standard deviation. In all of
the above cases, the model coefficient of variation is lower than that observed.

Fig. 34 shows the interannual variability of the mean life span per year (June to July season for the South Pacific)
in the models’ bias corrected ensemble mean and observations. While the Echam3 and Echam4 models manage to
capture most of the interannual variability of the life span in the western North Pacific and the South Pacific (Fig. 34(a)

NI WNP ENP ATL
Model Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

Echam3 9.6 1.7 12.6 0.8 9.1 1.3 12.7 1.1
Echam4 17.5 2.5 16.0 0.8 11.2 1.2 13.3 1.4
NSIPP 26.5 15.5 24.6 3.8 9.5 4.5 21.4 11.8
OBS. 5.4 1.7 7.9 2.1 6.3 1.5 7.6 1.4

Table 24: Average life span (in days) of tropical cyclones in the Northern Hemisphere basins (North Indian - NI,
western North Pacific - WNP, eastern North Pacific - ENP, Atlantic - ATL), in models and observations in the period
1961-2000
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SI AUS SP
Model Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

Echam3 14.5 0.6 14.7 1.9 11.0 1.6
Echam4 16.5 0.9 19.1 1.4 15.2 1.0
NSIPP 20.0 3.6 15.2 2.5 12.7 3.5
OBS. 8.2 1.8 7.4 2.0 6.5 2.1

Table 25: Average life span (in days) of tropical cyclones in the Southern Hemisphere basins, in models and observa-
tions in the period 1961-2000

Basin Model MJJ JJA JAS ASO SON OND JJASON Jan-Dec

NI Echam3 0.10 0.18 0.03 -0.20 0.02 -0.08 0.01 -0.07
NI Echam4 -0.13 0.01 -0.20 -0.02 -0.30 -0.17 0.16 0.26
NI NSIPP 0.35 0.18 -0.08 -0.05 0.04 -0.29 -0.03 0.17

WNP Echam3 0.25 0.45 0.51 0.45 0.50 0.51 0.61 0.65
WNP Echam4 0.34 0.60 0.65 0.48 0.57 0.58 0.65 0.63
WNP NSIPP 0.16 -0.11 -0.09 -0.37 -0.30 -0.39 -0.36 -0.20
ENP Echam3 0.35 0.19 0.12 0.24 0.12 0.01 0.10 0.11
ENP Echam4 -0.02 0.17 0.20 0.00 0.06 0.28 0.10 0.20
ENP NSIPP 0.24 -0.31 -0.49 -0.44 -0.12 -0.11 -0.16 -0.12
ATL Echam3 -0.07 -0.03 0.20 0.19 0.17 0.14 0.06 0.05
ATL Echam4 0.04 -0.14 0.05 0.35 0.32 0.01 0.25 0.24
ATL NSIPP 0.22 0.06 0.07 0.10 -0.05 -0.05 0.13 0.11

Table 26: Correlations of the bias corrected mean life span of tropical cyclones in the models and observations in the
Northern Hemisphere basins (North Indian - NI, western North Pacific - WNP, eastern North Pacific - ENP, Atlantic
- ATL), in different seasons in the period 1971-2000. Bold entries indicate correlation values which have significance
at the95% confidence level.

and (b)), this does not occur in the Atlantic (Fig. 34(c)).
These conclusions are supported by the correlations of the mean life span per year between the models and the

observations shown in Tables 26 and 27, for the Northern and Southern Hemisphere basins, respectively. The only
basins in which the models have significant skill for average life span in the relevant seasons are the western North
Pacific (Echam3 and Echam4) and the South Pacific (Echam4).

9. Model tropical cyclone categories

Due to the low-resolution, the models’ tropical cyclones are considerably weaker than observed tropical cyclones. In
order to analyze the typical strengths of the model tropical cyclones, we show in Table 28 the mean and maximum
wind speed of all model and observed tropical cyclones. Table 29 shows the maximum wind speed of each basin in
the models and observations.

The mean tropical cyclone wind speed in the models is on the order of half of the mean wind speed of the observa-
tions, globally and per Hemisphere. The maximum model tropical cyclone wind speed for the globe is aproximately
one third of the maximum global wind speed in the observations. The tropical cyclone wind speed distribution in the
models has a bias proportional to that of the mean wind speed. However, the models’ tropical cyclone winds speed
distribution has smaller positive skewness than the observed distribution, being more symetric about the mean value.
The long tail of the observed tropical cyclone wind speed distribution corresponds to very intense tropical cyclones
that are absent in the models.

The observed tropical cyclone wind speed distribution mean and maximum is larger in the Northern than the
Southern Hemisphere. In the case of the mean wind speed, both Echam4 and NSIPP have larger values in the Northern
Hemisphere than the Southern Hemisphere, while for the maximum this occurs in Echam3 and Echam4. However,
in all cases, the ratio between the Northern and Southern Hemisphere is much larger in the observations than in the
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Figure 34: Bias corrected mean life span (in days) in the models and observations: (a) South Pacific (per season), (b)
western North Pacific (per year) and (c) Atlantic (per year), in the period 1961-2000.
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Basin Model NDJ DJF JFM FMA MAM AMJ NDJFMA Jul-Jun

SI Echam3 0.01 0.46 0.32 0.29 -0.10 0.17 0.24 0.11
SI Echam4 -0.07 -0.19 -0.18 -0.24 0.10 -0.16 -0.36 -0.35
SI NSIPP 0.02 -0.14 -0.19 -0.36 -0.09 -0.25 -0.36 -0.34

AUS Echam3 0.12 0.14 0.15 0.30 0.12 -0.13 0.38 0.26
AUS Echam4 0.00 0.22 -0.05 -0.17 0.15 0.12 0.02 0.03
AUS NSIPP -0.17 -0.11 -0.33 -0.29 0.17 0.32 -0.32 -0.34
SP Echam3 -0.06 0.02 -0.21 0.01 0.15 0.42 -0.12 0.04
SP Echam4 -0.08 0.05 -0.03 -0.07 -0.05 0.32 0.42 0.42
SP NSIPP -0.24 -0.33 -0.29 -0.04 0.00 -0.11 -0.51 -0.52

Table 27: Correlations of the bias corrected average life span of tropical cyclones in models and observations in the
Southern Hemisphere basins (South Indian - SI, Australian - AUS, South Pacific - SP) in different seasons during the
period 1971-2000. Bold entries indicate correlation values which have significance at the95% confidence level.

Model Mean Wind Speed Maximum Wind Speed

Globe NH SH Globe NH SH
Echam3 12.7 12.6 12.8 35.7 35.7 31.0
Echam4 13.3 13.3 13.3 35.6 35.6 32.8
NSIPP 12.9 13.3 12.1 27.5 26.3 27.5
Obs. 25.6 26.5 22.8 95.2 95.2 77.2

Table 28: Mean and maximum wind speed (inm/s) in the globe, Northern Hemisphere (NH) and Southern Hemi-
sphere (SH) in the models and observations, in the period 1981-2000.

models.
In observations, the basin with highest maximum wind speed is the western North Pacific. Echam3 and Echam4

reproduce this feature. In observations, the basin with lowest mean tropical cyclone wind speed is the North Indian
Ocean, a result reproduced by Echam3. Echam4’s lowest mean tropical cyclone wind speed occurs in the eastern
Pacific. In the case of the NSIPP model this occurs in the Australian basin, which interestingly is where this model
also reaches the maximum value of tropical cyclone wind speed.

A percentile-based bias correction in the model wind speed distribution is performed, similar to the bias corrections
performed for other variables. However, the wind speed distribution of models and observations are very distinct, as
shown in Fig. 35, with the observations having a much more skewed distribution than the models. This implies that
the models’ highest percentiles have very similar values, in contrast to the observed values where, for example, the
95th percentile would have a much higher value than the 90th percentile.

After the correction, we use the observed Dvorak scale to define the intensity of each storm. We then categorize the
models’ tropical cyclones as tropical depressions, tropical storms, hurricanes and intense hurricanes and compare the
percentage frequencies with those of the observations. In Camargo and Zebiak (2002) the definition of the thresholds

SI AUS SP NI WNP ENP ATL
Echam3 28.8 29.9 31.0 19.8 35.7 32.7 32.5
Echam4 28.3 31.3 32.9 23.1 35.6 34.4 31.6
NSIPP 22.3 27.5 27.3 20.5 26.3 25.8 26.0
Obs. 77.2 72.0 74.6 72.0 95.2 82.3 84.9

Table 29: Maximum wind speed (inm/s) in the different basins (South Indian - SI, Australian - AUS, South Pacific -
SP, western North Pacific - WNP, eastern North Pacific - ENP, Atlantic - ATL) in the models and observations in the
periods 1981-2000 (SI, AUS, SP and NI) and 1961-2000 (WNP, ENP, ATL).
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Figure 35: Wind speed (inm/s) distribution of all model tropical cyclones )a) Echam3, (b) Echam4, (c) NSIPP and
(d) observed tropical cyclones, which reach at least tropical storm strength in the western North Pacific in the period
1961-2000.
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Model Globe
TD % TD TS % TS H % H IH % IH

Echam3 1.3 2.5 % 11.5 22.6 % 17.3 33.9 % 20.9 41.0 %
Echam4 0.6 1.2% 8.4 17.4 % 16.5 34.0 % 22.9 47.4 %
NSIPP 0.2 1.4% 2.2 13.5 % 6.7 40.5 % 7.3 44.6 %
Obs. 0 0% 38.4 43.7 % 26.2 30.0 % 22.8 26.2 %

Table 30: Average global number of tropical cyclones with tropical depression (TD), tropical storm (TS), hurricane
(H) and intense hurricane (IH) strength and relative percentage in each category in the models and observations. For
the observations, only tropical cyclones with at least tropical storm strength were considered.

Model Northern Hemisphere Southern Hemisphere
TS % TS H % H IH % IH TS % TS H % H IH % IH

Echam3 6.7 13.1% 8.8 17.3% 13.6 26.5 % 4.8 9.4 % 8.5 16.6 % 7.4 14.4 %
Echam4 4.9 10.2% 9.7 20.1% 16.6 34.4 % 3.4 7.1 % 6.8 14.0 % 6.3 12.9 %
NSIPP 0.8 5.2% 2.5 15.3% 4.9 29.8 % 1.4 8.3 % 4.1 25.2 % 2.4 14.8 %
Obs. 25.0 28.6% 18.3 20.9% 16.6 18.9 % 12.9 14.8 % 7.9 9.0 % 6.3 7.2 %

Table 31: Average number of tropical cyclones with tropical storm (TS), hurricane (H) and intense hurricane (IH)
strength and relative percentage in each category from the global total, in the models and observations.

for wind speed, vorticity and temperature such that a model vortex could be defined as a tropical cyclone was based in
the statistical distribution of these fields. We assumed that these model tropical cyclones would have at least tropical
storm strength, and compared with comparable data from observations. Here, we can check to see if this assumption
was valid for the models, by categorizing the model tropical cyclones and verifying the percentage of these which
would fall in the tropical depression category.

Because some of the earlier data on the observed tropical cyclones in the Southern Hemisphere and North Indian
Ocean do not have wind speed data, we only use data in the period 1981-2000. For consistency, we restrict our analyses
to this period for the globe and the hemispheres.

Tables 30 and 31 show the average number of tropical cyclones per year, with tropical storms, hurricane and
intense hurricane strength globally and per Hemisphere, respectivelly. Also shown in these tables is the corresponding
percentage of these tropical storms, hurricane and intense hurricane strength to the total number of named tropical
storms (observations) and model tropical cyclones.

By correcting the model wind speed distribution prior to obtaining the number of tropical cyclones in each strength
category, we obtain a plausible distribution. However, the number of tropical cyclones was not corrected, so the
deficiency of the overall numbers is evident also in the frequencies by strength category (Tables 30 and 31). Of
greater interest, however, is the percentage frequency of each tropical cyclone strength of the global total number of
tropical cyclones. From Table 30 one can see that the percentage of tropical depressions globally in the models is
approximately 2% of the total. Therefore, the assumption that the models’ tropical cyclones are of tropical storm
strength or higher appears justified.

The models tend to have a lower percentage of tropical storm strength tropical cyclones than the observations,
globally, in each Hemisphere (Tables 30 and 31), and by basin (Fig. 36). Approximately 80% of the model tropical
cyclones have the strength of either hurricane or intense hurricane, while in observations only slightly more than half
of the named tropical cyclones have these two highest strength categoreies. The percentage of tropical storm strength
tropical cyclones in the models is approximately half of the observed percentage, globally and per Hemisphere. Both
Echam3 and Echam4 reproduce this feature, while NSIPP has more tropical cyclones with all strengths in the Southern
Hemisphere. In the Northern Hemisphere, all models have more tropical cyclones with intense hurricane strength
than with hurricane strength, which is not the case in observations. In the Southern Hemisphere, both Echam3 and
Echam4 have more tropical cyclones with hurricane strength than with intense hurricane strength, in analogy to the
observations; however, the percentages of the global total of these categories are too high.

In all basins and models there is a tendency toward a bias of having too few model tropical cyclones with tropical
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Basin Model NDJFMA July-June

TS HUR IHUR TS HUR IHUR
SI Echam3 0.19 0.18 0.49 -0.27 0.46 0.54
SI Echam4 -0.19 0.09 0.34 -0.33 0.28 0.35
SI NSIPP 0.03 -0.35 0.03 -0.01 -0.28 -0.03

AUS Echam3 -0.30 -0.45 -0.22 -0.32 -0.39 -0.25
AUS Echam4 0.24 0.15 0.23 0.21 0.12 0.16
AUS NSIPP 0.36 -0.07 -0.05 0.16 -0.11 -0.14
SP Echam3 0.20 0.75 0.60 0.37 0.76 0.63
SP Echam4 0.39 0.70 0.44 0.47 0.72 0.52
SP NSIPP 0.36 0.69 0.06 0.53 0.66 0.07

Table 32: Correlations of interannual variability of the number of model tropical cyclones and observations with dif-
ferent strengths in the Southern Hemisphere basins in the period 1981/1982-1999/2000 for NDJFMA and the Southern
Hemisphere July-June season. Bold entries indicate correlation values which have significance at the95% confidence
level.

storm strength and too many with hurricane and intense hurricane strength (Fig. 36). The extent to which these per-
centages differ from the observed percentage is dependent on the model and the basin. In some basins, the percentage
of tropical cyclones with hurricane strength is very similar to the observed, such as the South Pacific, western North
Pacific and Atlantic, while in others, the difference is huge, i.e. the Australian basin. The same is true for the other
tropical cyclone strengths.

We analyzed the skill of the models in simulating the interannual variability of the number of model tropical
cyclones with tropical storm, hurricane and intense hurricane strength. The skill levels are in general lower than for
the total number of model tropical cyclones. From the three intensities analysed (tropical storm, hurricane and intense
hurricanes), the one with least skill in all models is that of tropical storm. In the basins in which there are significant
skill levels, the highest skills occur for the intense hurricane and/or hurricane strengths. In Figs. 37, 38, 39, the skill
of the models’ Atlantic tropical cyclones with tropical storm, hurricane and intense hurricane strengths, respectively,
are shown. Note that in the Atlantic hurricane peak season (ASO - August to October), no models have significant
skill in the number of tropical storms, while Echam3 and Echam4 have significant skill in that season for hurricane
and intense hurricane strength.

Tables 33 and 32 show correlations of the number of tropical cyclones with different strengths in the Southern
Hemisphere and Northern Hemisphere basins, respectively. Note that in the South Indian Ocean, where the Echam3
model has no skill in the total number of model tropical cyclones (Table 9), there is significant skill for the higher
intensity cyclones. This is in contrast with the Australian basin, where Echam4 has significant skill for the total
number of tropical cyclones (Table 9) and no significant skill when the number of tropical cyclones with different
strengths are considered. In the Southern Hemisphere, as was the case for the number of tropical cyclones, the highest
skills occur in the South Pacific basin, especially for all models’ tropical cyclones with hurricane intensity. Note that
for the total number of tropical cyclones in the Southern Hemisphre 40 years of data were being used, while here only
20 years are considered, for reasons explained above.

In the Northern Hemisphere the only basins with significant skill for model tropical cyclones with hurricane and/or
intense hurricane strengths are the western North Pacific (Echam3 and Echam4) and the Atlantic (all models). As in
the number of tropical cyclones, the highest skill scores occur in the Atlantic, especially using the Echam3 model.

The fact that the models have least skill for the number of tropical storms may be related to the relative deficit of
the models’ tropical storms, as compared to their hurricanes or intense hurricanes. Our conclusion is that the AGCMs
in this low resolution cannot simulate the gradations of tropical cyclone strength with much realism.

10. Tracks Centroid

Another interesting aspect that we would like to study is to what extent the model tracks are in the correct location,
and also whether year-to-year shifts in the tracks location are reproduced in the models. In this section we analyze the
interannual variation of the tracks centroid, which is defined as the average latitude and longitude of tropical cyclone
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Figure 36: Percentages of tropical cyclones (TC) per basin with tropical storm (TS), hurricane (HUR) and intense
hurricane (IHUR) strength: (a) Australian basin, (b) South Pacific, (c) western North Pacific, and (d) Atlantic.
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Figure 37: Simulation skill for interannual variability of the number of tropical cyclone with tropical storm strength
in the Atlantic for the models: (a) Echam3, (b) Echam4 (c) NSIPP, for 1971-2000. Significant skill in any of the
measures are marked with a red asterisk (∗); The circle (◦) is for the correlation (Corr.), the diamond (3) is for the
rank correlation (R.C.), the triangle (4) is for Sommer’s Delta and the square (2) is for Kendall’s Tau.
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Figure 38: Simulation skill for interannual variability of the number of tropical cyclones with hurricane strength in
the Atlantic for the models: (a) Echam3, (b) Echam4, and (c) NSIPP, for 1971-2000. Significant skill in any of the
measures are marked with a red asterisk (∗); The circle (◦) is for the correlation (Corr.), the diamond (3) is for the
rank correlation (R.C.), the triangle (4) is for Sommer’s Delta and the square (2) is for Kendall’s Tau.
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Figure 39: Simulation skill for interannual variability of the number of tropical cyclone with intense hurricane strength
in the Atlantic for the models: (a) Echam3, (b) Echam4, and (c) NSIPP, 1971-2000. Significant skill in any of the
measures are marked with a red asterisk (∗); The circle (◦) is for the correlation (Corr.), the diamond (3) is for the
rank correlation (R.C.), the triangle (4) is for Sommer’s Delta and the square (2) is for Kendall’s Tau.
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Basin Model JJASON Year

TS HUR IHUR TS HUR IHUR
NI Echam3 -0.01 -0.05 -0.19 0.03 0.12 -0.01
NI Echam4 -0.16 0.17 0.24 -0.17 0.27 0.01
NI NSIPP 0.27 -0.03 0.08 0.20 0.03 0.09

WNP Echam3 -0.33 0.37 0.41 -0.31 0.43 0.48
WNP Echam4 -0.21 0.28 -0.24 -0.24 0.44 -0.16
WNP NSIPP 0.01 0.24 0.02 0.12 0.28 -0.06
ENP Echam3 -0.03 0.30 0.29 0.06 0.32 0.36
ENP Echam4 0.22 0.35 0.33 0.21 0.34 0.29
ENP NSIPP -0.16 -0.30 0.02 -0.21 -0.30 0.06
ATL Echam3 0.05 0.56 0.55 -0.01 0.59 0.52
ATL Echam4 0.38 0.52 0.40 0.39 0.49 0.46
ATL NSIPP 0.03 0.38 0.26 0.04 0.35 0.29

Table 33: Correlations of interannual variability of the number of model tropical cyclones and observations with
different strengths in the Northern Hemisphere basins in the period 1971-2000 for JJASON and year. Bold entries
indicate correlation values which have significance at the95% confidence level.

North Indian Western North Pacific Eastern North Pacific North Atlantic
Model Latitude Longitude Latitude Longitude Latitude Longitude Latitude Longitude
Echam3 11.2N 81.5E 16.9N 155.5E 15.8N 131.7W 19.5N 49.0W
Echam4 14.9N 81.3E 16.3N 154.2E 14.6N 122.5W 15.1N 78.5W
NSIPP 5.2N 86.2E 13.3N 122.6E 12.7N 108.1W 14.1N 89.5W
Obs. 15.4N 80.9E 18.8N 135.9E 17.3N 119.1W 24.5N 67.7W

Table 34: Average latitude and average longitude of all tracks per basin in the Northern Hemisphere in the period
1961-2000.

location in the period considered. Table 34 shows the average latitude and longitude in the Northern Hemisphere
basins over the period of 1961-2000. The average latitude in the models in all basins is nearer the equator than in
observations, especially in the Atlantic. The average longitude in the North Indian Ocean of Echam3 and Echam4 is
very smilar to the observed average longitude. In contrast, in the western North Pacific, both Echam3 and Echam4
have the previously noted bias to the east, while the NSIPP has a slight bias to the west. The average longitude in the
eastern North Pacific is very similar to the observed in the Echam4, while Echam3 has a bias to the west and NSIPP a
bias to the east. In the Atlantic, Echam3 has a bias to the east, while Echam4 has a slight westerly bias and NSIPP a
stronger westerly bias.

In the Southern Hemisphere, for most of the basins and models the average latitude of the tracks in the period
July 1961 - June 2000 is closer to the equator compared with the observed mean latitude. In the South Indian Ocean,
the mean longitude of the NSIPP model is very near the observed one, while Echam3 and Echam4 have a bias to
the east. The NSIPP model has also the average longitude closest to the observed in the Australian basin, with the
Echam4 having a large bias towards the east related to deficient tropical cyclone activity near the Autralian west coast.
Similarly to the western North Pacific, in the South Pacific both Echam3 and Echam4 have a bias to the west, while
the NSIPP average longitude is to the east of the observed average longitude.

In some basins, such as the western North Pacific, the centroid has a well defined annual cycle (see Fig. 40). The
average latitude in the western North Pacific reaches its most northerly value in August, with the most equatorward
position occuring in February (see Fig. 41). Though the models’ bias in the centroid longitude is very clear (Fig. 40),
all models nonetheless capture the average latitude annual cycle quite well, especially Echam4. Though the annual
cycle of the latitude in the NSIPP model has the correct general shape, the equatorward bias is very pronounced.

The interannual variability of the mean latitude and longitude is very different from basin to basin. Some basins
have a much larger interannual variability than others. In Figs. 42 and 43 the mean latitude and longitude per year
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South Indian Australian South Pacific
Model Latitude Longitude Latitude Longitude Latitude Longitude
Echam3 12.7S 77.8E 15.7S 141.6E 21.0S 172.6W
Echam4 13.0S 74.0E 13.6S 151.5E 18.5S 174.8W
NSIPP 10.5S 67.9E 9.6S 134.6E 16.0S 177.5E
Obs. 16.6S 69.0E 16.9S 137.3E 19.4S 179.7W

Table 35: Average latitude and average longitude of all tracks per basin in the Southern Hemisphere in the period
1961/1962 - 1999/2000.

Figure 40: Average latitude and longitude per month in the western North Pacific (a) Echam3, (b) Echam4, (c) NSIPP,
and (d) observations.
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Figure 41: Average latitude per month in the western North Pacific in the models and observations.

or Southern Hemisphere season is shown for the western North Pacific and Australian basin, respectively. In the
Australian basin there is a much larger standard deviation for the mean longitude (6.7) than the mean latitude (2.8),
while in the the North Indian Ocean the standard deviation in latitude and longitude are similar (2.6 and 2.9).

The models have a reasonable interannual variability for the average latitude in the western North Pacific (Fig. 42(a))
with the mean equatorward latitude bias in all models as already discussed. The interannual variabiltiy of the mean
longitude in the western North Pacific is shown in (Fig. 42(b)), with the known eastward bias for Echam3 and Echam4
and westward bias for NSIPP clearly seen.

In the Australian basin, NSIPP has a larger interannual variability than the observations and the other two models
(Fig. 43(a)). The mean longitude variability of the Echam4 model is too small and with a large bias to the east
(Fig. 43(b)). This results from this model having most of the Australian tropical cyclones near the east coast and
very few near the Australian west coast. This does not occur in the other two models (Echam3 and NSIPP), whose
interannual variabilities are more similar to that observed.

In tables 36-39 the correlations of the centroid latitude and longitude of the models with observations are given.
It is important to note that in the years that a model (or the observations) do not produce any tropical cyclones for
the given season, there are no values of latitude and longitude to be used in the correlations. In such a case, that
year is excluded from the correlation for the particular season, and the significances tests are made more strict to
accommodate the smaller sample size.

In tables 36 and 37, the correlations of the centroid latitude in models and observations are given for the Southern
and Northern Hemispheres basins, respectively. In the South Pacific basin, all models have high and significant skill
for the centroid latitude. The Echam4 model has also significant skill for the centroid latitude in the Australian basin.
In the Northern Hemisphere, both Echam3 and Echam4 have significant skill for the centroid latitude mainly for the
western North Pacific. The Echam4 also has significant skill for the centroid latitude in the North Indian Ocean in
OND, while the NSIPP model has significant skill in the eastern North Pacific in JAS, both cases being the peak
tropical cyclone season in that basin.

Tables 38 and 39 show the correlations of the centroid longitude in models and observations for the Southern and
Northern Hemispheres basins, respectively. The correlations values for longitude are weaker than those for latitude.
In the Southern Hemisphere, the only basin with significant correlations for the centroid longitude is the South Pacific,
especially in the late season (AMJ) and for the three models. In the Northern Hemisphere, significant correlations for
the centroid longitude appear in the western North Pacific, for all models, but in different seasons, with all models
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Figure 42: Average latitude (a) and longitude (b) per year in the western North Pacific in the models and observation
in the period 1961-2000.
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Figure 43: Average latitude (a) and longitude (b) per year in the Australian basin in the models and observations in the
period 1961/1962-1999/2000.
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Basin Model NDJ DJF JFM FMA MAM AMJ NDJFMA Jul-Jun

SI Echam3 -0.17 0.24 -0.03 0.12 -0.01 0.10 -0.05 -0.03
SI Echam4 0.07 -0.05 -0.08 0.11 0.05 0.04 0.11 0.25
SI NSIPP -0.29 -0.12 -0.08 -0.19 -0.37 0.05 -0.01 0.06

AUS Echam3 0.04 -0.03 0.10 0.13 0.23 -0.01 0.04 0.11
AUS Echam4 0.26 0.37 0.30 0.27 0.42 0.20 0.47 0.60
AUS NSIPP 0.01 -0.16 -0.01 0.03 0.20 -0.19 -0.18 -0.03
SP Echam3 0.43 0.42 0.50 0.44 0.42 0.31 0.52 0.58
SP Echam4 0.78 0.86 0.83 0.80 0.51 0.01 0.90 0.90
SP NSIPP 0.50 0.66 0.70 0.64 -0.12 -0.33 0.72 0.65

Table 36: Correlations for the interannual variability of the average latitude of tropical cyclone tracks in the models
and observations in the Southern Hemisphere basins in their respective seasons in the period 1971/1972 - 1999/2000.
In each case only years with a total number of tropical cyclones different from zero in that season in models and
observations are included in the correlation. Bold entries indicate correlation values which have significance at the
95% confidence level.

Basin Model MJJ JJA JAS ASO SON OND JJASON Jan-Dec

NI Echam3 0.30 0.03 -0.04 -0.36 -0.01 -0.22 -0.16 -0.27
NI Echam4 -0.05 -0.06 -0.43 -0.24 0.16 0.51 -0.09 -0.08
NI NSIPP -0.16 -0.26 -0.16 -0.02 0.01 0.05 -0.36 -0.29

WNP Echam3 0.21 0.61 0.56 0.39 0.07 0.10 0.36 0.54
WNP Echam4 0.50 0.68 0.70 0.43 0.11 0.21 0.54 0.56
WNP NSIPP 0.16 0.13 -0.19 -0.40 -0.14 -0.09 -0.51 -0.54
ENP Echam3 0.10 0.26 -0.14 -0.09 0.07 0.19 -0.03 -0.01
ENP Echam4 0.14 0.20 0.11 -0.10 0.07 0.15 -0.01 0.02
ENP NSIPP 0.00 0.36 0.79 0.13 0.25 0.20 0.17 0.14
ATL Echam3 0.02 0.18 0.06 0.13 -0.24 -0.31 0.09 0.13
ATL Echam4 -0.24 -0.23 -0.49 -0.43 -0.32 -0.31 -0.38 -0.29
ATL NSIPP 0.23 0.14 -0.04 -0.16 -0.30 0.01 -0.45 0.07

Table 37: Correlations for the interannual variability of the average latitude of tropical cyclone tracks in the models
and observations in the Northern Hemisphere basins in their respective seasons in the period 1971-2000. In each case
only years with a total number of tropical cyclones different from zero in that season in models and observations are
included in the correlation. Bold entries indicate correlation values which have significance at the95% confidence
level.
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Basin Model NDJ DJF JFM FMA MAM AMJ NDJFMA Jul-Jun

SI Echam3 0.03 -0.09 -0.17 -0.01 0.09 -0.17 -0.03 0.12
SI Echam4 -0.23 -0.26 -0.34 0.12 0.05 -0.35 -0.18 -0.08
SI NSIPP -0.01 -0.14 -0.35 0.07 0.11 -0.42 -0.28 -0.19

AUS Echam3 0.23 0.09 0.23 0.13 0.20 0.00 0.25 0.19
AUS Echam4 0.16 0.12 0.16 0.07 0.33 0.19 0.14 0.21
AUS NSIPP 0.13 -0.05 0.05 -0.15 0.20 0.26 0.14 0.20
SP Echam3 0.20 -0.02 0.07 0.27 0.39 0.53 0.31 0.30
SP Echam4 0.41 0.16 0.25 0.35 0.44 0.53 0.35 0.34
SP NSIPP -0.16 -0.09 -0.11 0.22 0.14 0.52 0.13 0.15

Table 38: Correlations for the interannual variability of the average longitude of tropical cyclones tracks in the models
and observations in the Southern Hemisphere basins in different seasons in the period 1971/1972 - 1999/2000. In each
case only years with a total number of tropical cyclones different from zero in that season in models and observations
are included in the correlation. Bold entries indicate correlation values which have significance at the95% confidence
level.

having significant skill for JJASON and the whole year. Other significant correlations for the centroid longitude appear
in the North Indian Ocean (Echam4, JJASON) and eastern North Pacific (Echam3 and Echam4, JAS).

11. Season Peak

Another feature that we would like to know if the models can reproduce is which month the tropical cyclone season
is most active and if the models are able to simulate the interannual shifts that occur in the timing. In this section, the
timing of the season peak in each basin is calculated using as weight either the number of tropical cyclones in each
month or MACE for each month. The resulting month number generally contains a fractional component; for example,
8.4 would refer to very late August, 8.8 would be early-to-middle September, and 9.0 would be mid-September.

Tables 40 and 41 show the month number of the average of the temporal distribution based on both the number of
tropical cyclones (NTC) and tropical cyclone activity (MACE), in the period 1961-2000, for the Northern Hemisphere
basins or July 1961 to June 2000 for the Southern Hemisphere basins (in the case of MACE, the 1981-2000 period is
used).

In table 40, we show that in the North Indian basin, all models have a tendency to peak earlier in the year than
the observations. This reflects the annual cycle being centered in the summer in the models, instead a double season
with a smaller peak in the spring and a larger peak in the fall. In the western North Pacific, both Echam3 and Echam4
peak earlier in the year (around July), than the observations, which peaks in August. The NSIPP models peaks in
September. In the eastern North Pacific the peak season happens around August in both models and observations. In
the Atlantic, all models and observations peak between August and September. There is little difference in the results
as a function of whether the temporal centroid is calculated from the number of tropical cyclones or the tropical cylone
activity; the MACE tends to have just slightly later resultthan the NTC, in models and observations.

Table 41 shows that the average peak month in the South Indian Ocean in the Echam3 happens near December,
while in the observations and Echam4 and NSIPP the peak month occurs between January and February. In the
observations the peak month in the Australian basin is around February, which is reproduced by Echam4, while
Echam3 and NSIPP have slightly early peaks. Finally, in the South Pacific, peak month happens between January and
February in the observations, nearer February if MACE is considered. Echam3 peak in the South Pacific is very near
the observed peak, with Echam4 peak slightly later than the observed (nearer February) and NSIPP slightly earlier
(nearer January). Overall the models have very little bias in the mean peak month compared with biases in other
variables analysed previously. The exception occurs in the North Indian Ocean, where, as mentioned earlier, all the
models fail to reproduce the bimodal annual cycle and therefore peak too early.

Fig. 44 shows the interannual variability of the season peak (NTC weighted) in the western North Pacific. Though
Echam3 and Echam4 have an an early bias, they nonetheless reproduce some of the features of the season peak in that
basin. NSIPP has a late bias and a much larger range of values for the season peak than either the observations or the
other two models.
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Basin Model MJJ JJA JAS ASO SON OND JJASON Jan-Dec

NI Echam3 0.21 0.30 0.07 -0.08 0.08 -0.21 0.02 0.00
NI Echam4 -0.33 -0.01 -0.04 0.11 -0.13 0.06 0.45 0.29
NI NSIPP 0.01 -0.33 -0.54 -0.17 -0.05 -0.22 0.04 -0.10

WNP Echam3 -0.08 -0.04 0.10 0.35 0.57 0.63 0.38 0.40
WNP Echam4 0.35 0.20 0.18 0.39 0.61 0.79 0.51 0.67
WNP NSIPP 0.18 0.16 0.09 0.43 0.46 0.32 0.51 0.48
ENP Echam3 0.15 0.25 0.43 0.29 0.12 -0.14 0.43 0.48
ENP Echam4 -0.18 0.33 0.36 0.32 -0.03 -0.22 0.34 0.31
ENP NSIPP 0.00 -0.22 -0.32 -0.15 -0.34 -0.23 -0.17 -0.16
ATL Echam3 -0.12 0.06 0.19 0.29 0.15 -0.59 0.32 0.28
ATL Echam4 -0.07 0.14 0.24 0.01 -0.12 -0.08 0.08 0.05
ATL NSIPP -0.56 -0.19 -0.07 -0.10 -0.17 -0.23 -0.05 -0.02

Table 39: Correlations for the interannual variability of the average longitude of tropical cyclones tracks in the models
and observations in the Northern Hemisphere basins in different seasons in the period 1971-2000. In each case only
years with a total number of tropical cyclones different from zero in that season in models and observations are
included in the correlation. Bold entries indicate correlation values which have significance at the95% confidence
level.

North Indian Western North Pacific Eastern North Pacific North Atlantic
Model NTC MACE NTC MACE NTC MACE NTC MACE

M SD M SD M SD M SD M SD M SD M SD M SD
Echam3 7.7 1.0 7.8 1.0 7.2 0.7 7.3 0.8 8.2 0.9 8.3 0.7 8.1 0.2 8.1 0.3
Echam4 7.4 0.4 7.6 0.4 7.5 0.6 7.6 0.6 8.4 0.6 8.5 0.6 8.5 0.5 8.6 0.5
NSIPP 6.7 1.5 7.8 1.3 9.1 0.8 9.6 0.8 8.6 2.5 8.9 2.0 8.8 1.9 8.9 1.9
OBS. 8.7 1.3 9.0 1.9 8.2 0.5 8.6 0.5 8.0 0.3 8.1 0.3 8.6 0.4 8.8 0.4

Table 40: Mean (M) and standard deviation (SD) of the season peak month number based on the number of tropical
cyclones (NTC) and the tropical cyclone activity (MACE) in the Northern Hemisphere basins in the period 1961-2000
and 1981-2000 (North Indian MACE).

South Indian Australian South Pacific
Model NTC MACE NTC MACE NTC MACE

M SD M SD M SD M SD M SD M SD
Echam3 11.8 0.7 12.1 0.6 1.1 1.0 1.0 0.7 1.5 0.6 1.6 0.7
Echam4 1.1 0.6 1.3 0.6 1.7 0.5 1.9 0.6 1.8 0.4 2.2 0.4
NSIPP 1.4 1.0 1.6 1.0 12.9 1.1 12.8 1.0 1.3 1.1 1.4 1.1
OBS. 1.3 0.6 1.9 0.6 1.8 0.4 2.0 0.9 1.5 0.8 1.7 1.6

Table 41: Average and standard deviation of the season peak month number based on the number of tropical cy-
clones (NTC) and the tropical cyclone activity (MACE) in the Southern Hemisphere basins in the period 1961/1962 -
1999/2000 (NTC) and 1981/1982 - 1999/2000 (MACE).
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Figure 44: Season peak in the models and observations in western North Pacific 1961-2000.

Table 42 shows the correlations for the interannual variations between the models and observations of the season
peak based on the number of tropical cyclones (NTC) and the tropical cyclone activity (MACE). The only model with
significant skill for the season peak is the Echam4 model in the western North Pacific (NTC and MACE), eastern
North Pacific (MACE) and South Indian (NTC).

12. Conclusions

In this report, we analysed the main properties of tropical cyclones in three low-resolution AGCMs. The main aim of
this report is to study the climatology and seasonal skill of the AGCMs’ tropical cyclones. Despite the low resolution,
the models do have significant skill in some tropical cyclone properties on seasonal scales. The skill is model and
basin dependent and also varies with the tropical cyclone characteristic analyzed. We cannot point to a single model
as having a best skill in the different tropical cyclone variables globally.

In all models, the tropical cyclone activity occurs nearer the equator than in observations. One region in which all
models have low skill is the Indian Ocean, both south and north of the equator. In the North Indian Ocean even the
tropical cyclone activity annual cycle is poorly simulated by the three models. In number of tropical cyclones, the two
basins where all models have significant skill is the South Pacific and the Atlantic. This is probably due to the strong
relation to ENSO in these two basins, as will be further discussed in Camargo et al. (2004). The Atlantic and western
North Pacific stand out as the basins, where in most variables the models’s have significant skills.

Though the models’ tropical cyclones are much weaker than observed ones, the models’ MACE indices have
significant skills in some basins when compared to the observed MACE indices. In the eastern North Pacific, for
instance, the Echam4 model does not have significant skill in the peak season (JAS) for the number of tropical cyclones,
but has significant skill in that season for the ACE index. The opposite happens in this model for the Australian region.

Overall, Echam4 is the model with most significant skills in the different properties, especially in the western
North Pacific and the South Pacific. Echam3 has in general better skill in the Atlantic than the other models. NSIPP
has very different characteristics in the Southern and Northern Hemispheres, being more similar to observations in the
Southern Hemisphere. Though NSIPP has a slightly higher numerical resolution than both Echam models, this did
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Echam3 Echam4 NSIPP
Basin NTC MACE NTC MACE NTC MACE

NI -0.10 0.02 -0.23 0.07 -0.06 0.04
WNP 0.32 0.22 0.62 0.45 0.26 0.19
ENP 0.02 -0.15 0.32 0.54 0.02 0.15
ATL -0.21 -0.12 -0.02 0.07 0.13 0.23
SI 0.31 0.18 0.52 0.24 0.34 0.04

AUS 0.03 0.04 0.03 -0.12 0.25 0.17
SP 0.21 -0.32 0.21 -0.11 0.09 0.04

Table 42: Correlations of the year-to-year variations of season peak between models and observations, based on
number of tropical cyclones (NTC) and tropical cyclone activity (MACE). The correlations using NTC are in the
period 1971-2000 (Northern Hemisphere basins), and 1971/1972 - 1999/2000 (Southern Hemisphere basins). The
correlations using MACE are in the period 1971-2000 (western North Pacific, eastern North Pacific and Atlantic),
1981-2000 (North Indian) and 1981/1982-1999/2000 (Southern Hemisphere basins). Bold entries indicate correlation
values which have significance at the95% confidence level.

not guarantee in better tropical cyclone activity characteristics, as other factors have significant importance such as
physical parametrization schemes, as discussed in Vitart and Stockdale (2001). For some attributes, such as the first
position density pattern, the NSIPP model has better skill than the other two models.

The Echam3 and Echam4 models have very long tracks in the Southern Hemisphere compared to the observations,
and this is reflected as too long life spans in these models. Though the NSIPP model’s tropical cyclones has shorter
tracks in the Southern Hemisphere, the life spans of this model are even longer, reflecting the characteristic of the
tropical cyclones in this model very slow movement. The Echam3 and Echam4 models have some skill in the interan-
nual variability of the tropical cyclones’ life span in the Western North Pacific, but in the other Northern Hemispheres
basins there are no significant skills.

An attempt was made to classify the models’ tropical cyclones in the strength categories and divide them in tropical
storm, hurricane and intense hurricane. The number of tropical cyclones in each category was then counted. There
are fewer skillful basins in this case than when all the categories were considered together. This is due to the low-
horizontal resolution of the models which leads to a distribution of wind speed with a much smaller positive tail than
the observed one, which makes distinction among the strenght categories difficult without loosing skill.

In summary, some aspects of the observed tropical cyclone activity are being nicely reproduced by the models,
while others have significantly greater problems. In the companion paper (see Camargo et al. (2004)), we analyze in
detail how the tropical cyclone characteristics and skills are influenced by and related to ENSO.
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13. Appendix - Definition Intra-ensemble, External and Total Variances

Following Li (1999) and references therein, any variable is defined asx(n, y), wheren represents the ensemble
member withN = 10 being the total number of ensemble members, andy represents the year withY = 17 being the
total number of years considered. We can then define two averages: the ensemble mean and the climatological mean.
The ensemble mean is defined with the respect to the integration member in the ensemble:

xe(y) =
1
N

N∑
n=1

x(n, y). (1)

The climatological mean is taken to respect to the integrations and years:

xc =
1

NY

N∑
n=1

Y∑
y=1

x(n, y) =
1
Y

Y∑
y=1

xe(y). (2)

The interannual variability signal can be described by the yearly variation of the ensemble meanxe(y) about the
climatological mean:

σ2
e =

1
Y

Y∑
y=1

[xe(y)− xc]
2
. (3)

The varianceσ2
e then measures the external, or forced signal. On the other hand, the dispersion within the ensemble

members can be defined as:

σ2
i =

1
Y

Y∑
y=1

[
1
N

N∑
n=1

[x(n, y)− xe(y)]2
]

, (4)

which measures the internal model variability. Finally, the total variance is the sum of the internal and the external
variance:

σ2
t =

1
NY

N∑
n=1

Y∑
y=1

[x(n, y)− xc]
2 = σ2

e + σ2
i . (5)
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